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Several time-tested alternative structural systems offer
higher R-values and other advantages over conventional
stick framing. They include structural insulated panels (SIPs)
and insulating concrete forms (ICFs), along with straw bale,
cordwood and other systems.

At the net-zero-energy level, a home produces as
much energy as it uses. Systems may include
geothermal heating/cooling, a wind turbine, solar
photovoltaics and/or solar hot water.

NET-ZERO ENERGY

Various organizations will “certify” your
project’s green features, including LEED, USGBC and
EarthCraft House. Some may argue that certification
belongs lower on the pyramid, but earning that green
stamp of approval will come easily if you have given
attention to the bottom two-thirds of the pyramid.

Production and transportation of materials used
in building a home account for only 6% of its lifetime
energy use. Reducing and recycling waste on the
job is important, yes, but a relatively small player in a
home’s long-term ecological footprint.

PUSH THE ENVELOPE

APPLY FOR GREEN CERTIFICATION

Durability is a green characteristic. On the roof, opt
for metal, clay tile, recycled rubber or extended-life
(recyclable) asphalt roofing. Side with fiber cement,
cedar, brick veneer or other long-lived products. Build
decks and patios with recycled plastic composites or
long-lasting wood species. Indoors, specify durable
countertops and floors made from renewable or
recycled (or salvaged) materials.

SPECIFY SUSTAINABLY HARVESTED/MINED MATERIALS
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At a minimum, windows in a new home
should include insulated low-E glazings. Look
for durable window frames made with materials
that are renewable or recyclable, and seal and
flash them meticulously.

OPT FOR LOWor NO-VOC PAINTS

Uninsulated concrete foundations can reduce
heating efficiency by 30%–50%. Cover concrete
with rigid or spray-on foam insulation—or
build foundation walls with insulating concrete
forms (ICFs). Consider a frost-protected shallow
foundation or slab-on-grade construction.

PROGRAM &
ZONE HVAC

SELECT RATED APPLIANCES

LOWER H2O FLOW

Lawn irrigation accounts for almost
half of all residential water usage. No
lawns are good lawns. Specify native
plants and use recycled water when
possible for landscape watering.

SPECIFY HIGHEST RECYCLED CONTENT MATERIALSS

For wood-framed walls and ceilings, air
infiltration is a major concern. Consider an
insulation package that seals walls tightly. A
combination of house wrap with a tight insulator
such as spray foam is one affordable option.
Specify 2”x6” framing with 24” stud cavities.

UPGRADE WINDOWS
UPG

INSULATE FOUNDATION

UPGRADE HVAC

UPGRADE SHELL INSULATION

Well-designed site plans take advantage
of free solar light and energy, and minimize
damage to existing plants and habitats.

Automobile dependency is
not a green asset. Build close
to transit hubs.

REDUCE JOB-SITE WASTE/TRANSPORT

OPT FOR DURABILITY

DITCH THE LAWN

CAULK OPENINGS

TAPE HOUSEWRAP

SPECIFY RE-USED/SALVAGED MATERIALS

SITING

KEY: Difficulty/Knowledge required for implementation.
Note that some of the easiest changes have the greatest green impact.

LOCATION

EDUCATION

HOUSE SIZE
LESS DIFFICULT

If you don’t understand basic green
principles, you’re likely to make decisions
you later regret. Consider a course at Green
Builder College (www.greenbuildercollege.
com) or hit the books on your own.

Doubling a home’s size
triples its annual
energy use for the life of
the home. Think small and
clever, not big and boxy.

The
Homeowner’s
Handbook

Roofing01
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Without it, you’re ruined.

Our annual sustainable construction guide is
designed to bridge the gap between green
building professionals and their clients.
Designed for easy reading, each short, concise
chapter explains the basic principles of
sustainable design, planning and construction.

NEW!

Handbook Product Highlights
Scan this
barcode to learn
more about all
of this year’s top
green products.
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KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
A “green” roof is one that lasts for many years
and can be recycled at the end of its lifespan.
It may even help keep the house cool.
■
Dress the Deck. The material underneath
any type of roofing plays a key role in overall
durability. For best results, apply self-adhesive
ice & water shield or at least 30 lb. roofing felt.
■
Obey the Rules. Lots of research goes into
the installation manuals that accompany roofing
products. Make sure nailing patterns and details
are followed exactly as intended.
■
Pay Now, Not Later. It’s almost always
best to pay a little more for products with
longer warranties. Labor is often the biggest
cost of installing a new roof, so a longerlasting job is both practical and economical
for the homeowner.

IMAGE: WWW.ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Feel free to share chapters of this
Handbook with clients, friends
and prospective clients. Visit our
website for a free download—or
to purchase hard copies:
www.greenbuildermag.com
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ARE YOU PLANNING a retrofit job or new home?
Whether or not you believe in the “mission” of
sustainability, building with green principles
and products doesn’t mean you’ll have to sacrifice comfort or performance. Green building is
smart building, and, as you’ll learn in these pages,
you have many good tools available that can make your home
safer, more durable, less expensive to heat or cool, and just plain
beautiful to live in.

The Homeowner’s Handbook

third edition

The roof is a home’s first line of
defense against the elements.
Replacing or repairing it is a
resource intensive, costly process.
Why not get it right the first time?
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ing demand on the home’s heating system—
and therefore the energy it consumes.
Recent “cool roof ” asphalt composition
shingle offerings, in fact, have achieved federal
Energy star status for their reflective values,
helping reduce peak cooling demand by up to
15%. at the same time, cooler shingles last longer, so they’ve increased their likely service life.

Glossary of Terms

Metal Roofing

Know the Lingo
■

■

MetAl

I

t wasn’t long ago that roofing wasn’t

much more than an afterthought, chosen for
a house mostly for economic and occasionally
for aesthetic reasons—if you could afford it.
But lately, roofing is recognized among
the materials that can make a significant difference in a home’s energy and resource efficiency,
spurring debate (and propaganda) about issues
ranging from recycled content and recyclability to reflective values and durability—all of
which work into a thoughtful consideration of
which roofing material makes the most sense
for your house.

Decades of Performance

Asphalt
Composition Roofing

AsphAlt
Cool Roof Shingles

Virtues
■■

■■
■■

Affordable and widely
available
Familiar to installers
New coatings increase
heat reflection

■

Virtues
■
■

Caveats

High durability

■

Infrared finishes
reflect heat

■

■

High recycled content

■

100% recyclable

■

Fireproof

■

Higher initial cost
Susceptible to impact
or walking damage

■

housing has more than tripled (to 7%) since 2004.
That’s partly because metal roofing has a
strong environmental story, when you consider the amount of recycled steel it contains,
its durability (usually 50 years or longer),
and the fact that the material can be 100%
recycled at end of life.
More recently, the metal roofing industry has
introduced cool roof finishes that reflect the sun’s
infrared light to reduce heat absorption into the
structure by as much as 36%; some manufacturers have also partnered with thin-film solar electric
suppliers to create integrated solar arrays within
the panel channels, to generate renewable energy.
The industry has also expanded its styling,
forming, and coloring panels to simulate curved
clay tiles or individual shingle shapes, for a
broader range of housing styles.

Caveats
Petroleum by-product

WOOD

■■

Low recycling potential

Natural, to a Point

■■

Relatively short lifespan

Wood shingles and shakes are the only roofing
material that can claim to come from a renewable resource (trees), although it’s important to

May leach chemicals
into runoff

■

Colors may fade

■■

■■

■

Custom-Bilt Metals roofing

Gaf Timberline Cool Roof

Anbrook Certified Cedar

The FusionSolar series from Custom-Bilt
Metals combines a durable standingseam metal roof panel system with
factory-applied thin-film solar laminate
collectors for integrated renewable energy
generation. Solar collectors require no
fasteners or additional structure; several
compatible heavy-gauge roof profiles
available. www.custombiltmetals.com

Timberline Cool Series fiberglassasphalt shingles from GAF feature
reflective surface granules to
reduce attic heat gain and cooling
energy use. The Energy Star–
qualified shingles also contain
patented algae protection with a
10-year warranty. www.gaf.com

Wood roofing from Anbrook is
harvested from Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI) cedar forests and derived
from trees not suitable for dimensional
lumber, thus extending forest resources.
Process waste is recycled into wood
chips for pulp and paper manufacturing
or mulch. Shingles are shipped in a
biodegradable wrap. www.anbrook.com

■

■

■

■
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Drip Edge: An installed lip that keeps shingles up
off the deck at edges, and extends shingles out over
eaves and gutters to prevent water from wicking up and
under the shingles.
Exposure: The area on any roofing material that is left
exposed to the elements.
Flashing: Materials used to waterproof a roof around
any projections.
Granules: Crushed rock that is coated with a ceramic
coating and fired, used as top surface on shingles.
Ice Dam: Formed when snow melts on a roof and
re-freezes at the eave areas. Ice dams force water to
“back up” under shingles and cause leakage.
Laminated Shingles: Asphalt-based shingles made
from two separate pieces that are laminated together.
Also called dimensional shingles or architectural shingles.
Soffit Ventilation: Intake ventilation installed under
the eaves or at the roof edge.
Steep-Slope Roofing: Refers to slopes steeper than a
4” rise for every 12” of length (expressed as 4:12).
Tear-Off: Removal of existing roofing materials down
to the roof deck.
Valleys: Areas where two adjoining sloped roof planes
intersect on a roof, creating a “V”-shaped depression.

SOURCE: GAF MATERIALS CORP.

find out how and where that timber is harvested.
A wood roof can easily last 50 years if installed
and maintained properly. Wood shingles applied
over a vented roof deck will remain cooler, dry
out faster, and generally last longer.
Wood’s only serious drawback is its inherent flammability and susceptibility to moisturerelated damage over the years. Because of these
qualities, fire- and rot-resistant chemical coatings are often applied—and may need to be
re-applied in later years.
continued on next page

Boral Monierlifetile
Concrete Tiles
MonierLifetile, a Boral Roofing
company, announces Smog-Eating
Technology, a new line of roofing
tiles that neutralizes smog. The
technology contains a catalyst
embedded in the tile body that
speeds the oxidation process when exposed to sunlight, resulting
in reduced pollution. www.boralna.com/rooftiles/rooftiles.asp
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Commanding an 83% share of the residential
roofing market is no accident. asphalt composition roofing (right), includes conventional
three-tab and newer, thicker fiberglass and
laminated types. these products offer affordable options generally designed to last a maximum of about 25 years.
asphalt’s biggest environmental bugaboo is
that it’s derived from petroleum processing,
feeding fossil fuel demand. It’s also tough to recycle. that’s because a shingle is a mix of many
different materials, only about 30% of which
is asphalt, and that material is not of the same
type that makes up most pavement asphalt.
But the industry has responded to the call for
better eco-performance with colors and granular formations that better reflect the sun’s heat,
reducing the amount that is absorbed into the
roof and attic or living spaces below, and reduc-

■

set aside any visions of cheap tin roofs.
today’s metal roofing—most of it made from
recycled steel—is a lot tougher and aesthetically appealing than the corrugated sections
that shelter shacks and barns.
that said, metal roofing (above, right) still
makes a distinct fashion statement. long rows
of sleek metal, separated by slight ridges (called
standing seam) are a departure from tiles and
shingles. Metal’s market share in single-family

Deck: The substrate over which roofing is applied.
Usually plywood, wood boards or planks.
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CLAY/CONCRETE
Clay or concrete roof tiles (right) would appear
to have it all: good looks, fire-resistance, and
extreme durability. Recent innovations also address issues of stormwater management and
enable cool roof capability. But the high cost of
buying and installing masonry tile roofing has
relegated its use to regional styles and high-end
housing. Since 2004, its share of the residential
roofing market has plummeted by more than
half, to about 7%.
Nonetheless, a quality tile roof that is installed over a heavy-duty underlayment and
screwed to the roof deck (not just mortared)
should last for decades—if not a century or
two—before it’s time to remove them, replace
the underlayment, and put the tiles back on. GB

More than just sticks and bricks.

Virtues
■

Virtues
■
■

■

■

■

Caveats

Durable

■

Abundant resource and low
embodied energy

■

Natural insulating qualities

■

Class A fire rating

■
■

High cost (materials and
installation
Heavy
Some types may be
susceptible to freeze-thaw
damage
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Wood Roofing
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Caveats

Renewable

■

Some natural rot
resistance

■

High natural insulating
value
100% recyclable and
biodegradable

■

If you’re planning on rainwater
harvesting, a smooth, nonleaching surface may be best.

High cost (materials
and installation)
Flammable
Requires chemical
treatment for fire safety
and durability

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS

Cost Per Year 100 sq. ft. (Over 35 years)

Roofing Durability

Cedar Wood Shake

While numbers vary somewhat by brand
and installation quality, the chart at left offers
a broad overview of the long-term cost
of different roofing, based on its expected
lifespan and maintenance. Created by a
roofing reseller, the chart shows only a few
brands, but as a general rule, you get what
you pay for. An early initial investment in
metal or high-end laminate shingles pays
back nicely over time.

Vermont Slate
GAF TruSlate
Imported Grade 1 Tile (Clay)
Aluminum Shingles
LudoSlate (Clay)
Synthetic Slate (Polymer)
Eagle Tile (Concrete)
3-Tab Shingles (Asphalt)
Laminate Shingles (Asphalt)
Stone-Coated Decra (Steel)
Wakefield Bridge (Steel)

– Editor

AmeriCana Panels (Steel)
$0

$200

$400

$600

$800

$1,000 $1,200 $1,400

GRAPHIC: WWW.ABSROOF.COM

When planning a home or addition’s structure,
factor in moisture management and
worst-case weather scenarios.
Wood Wisdom. Wood-framed homes can
last for centuries, but only if the structure is well
protected from moisture, unplanned movement
and insects.
■■

■■ Concrete Realities. Concrete-based
structural systems should last almost forever,
but only if protected from excessive water
saturation. Keep it dry.
■■ Compare True Costs. Before you choose
a structural system based solely on preinstallation price, weigh in the potential labor
and long-term energy savings of SIPs or ICFs.

IMAGE: WWW.ISTOCKPHOTO.COM (ICFS ARE SHOWN.)
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Structure02

Clay or Concrete Tile

Almost Forever
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Before you build a new home or add an addition to
your current house, size up your structural options.
Each has ecological and economic pros and cons.

Lightweight
Concrete Blocks

Glossary of Terms

Know the Lingo
■■

■■

W

hile wood framing

is the most common and
familiar type of home
structure, you have other options, including insulating concrete forms
(iCfs), structural insulated panels (SiPs) and
lightweight concrete blocks. of course, if you’re
adventurous, many other systems have been
around for decades, including log homes, straw
bale, cordwood and even earthships. not every method of construction may be right for
your geography, but most technologies can be
modified to accommodate your taste and your
region. for the purposes of this primer, however, let’s stick to the structural systems your
builder is most likely to know and understand.

■■

■■

■■

Renewable (if
forest is well
managed)
Familiar to
contractors
Excellent
durability

Caveats
■■

■■

May create
unwanted
thermal bridging
Requires skilled
labor

Insulating
Concrete Forms

■■

■■

■■

Virtues
■■
■■

■■

Easy to handle
Less energy intensive
than concrete
Durable and termite
proof

Caveats
■■

■■

■■

May not be locally
manufactured
Contractors/masons
may need training

■■

Load-Bearing Wall: A wall that helps hold up the house.
Interior walls may not be load bearing, but external ones
almost always are.
Engineered Wood Products (EWP): Structural products
made in the factory from industrial wood scrap or fastgrowing species, assembled with resins under extreme
pressure.
Oriented Strand Board (OSB): A type of engineered wood
panel. The thickness of OSB used in most SIPs is 7/16”.
Fly Ash: Controversial waste by-product from coal-fired
power plants. Used as a filler in some—but not all—
brands of lightweight concrete blocks.
Sound Transmission Class (STC): Refers to how well a
wall partition attenuates sound. Products such as ICFs
have high STC ratings and greatly reduce noise levels
inside the home.

Waste components
should be tested/verified

WOOd framing

inSULaTing COnCrETE fOrmS

LighTWEighT COnCrETE BLOCKS

Old and New

Light and Tight

Lasting Value

wood, by its very nature, is a green product.
if forests are managed properly, trees grow
back. how do you know if forests are being
treated with respect? look for lumber that is
certified by the forest Stewardship Council
(www.fsc.org) or the Sustainable forestry
initiative (www.sfiprogram.org). Typically,
energy-efficient builders prefer 2”x6” lumber
for vertical studs in wall cavities, because the
wider space allows for more insulation.
another more recent wood framing technology is called engineered wood products (ewP).
Products such as studs and joists are created in
a factory with special water-resistant glues and
fibers from leftover mill lumber or fast-growing
tree species. They are pressed and glued into

Poured concrete walls alone have very little insulating value. Yet concrete can last forever, or
nearly so, if it’s protected from erratic moisture
changes and freeze-thaw cycles. That’s what
makes iCfs an excellent structural system.
They enclose both sides of a poured cement wall
within a water-resistant cocoon of rigid foam.
another advantage to iCfs is that their assembly is quite simple, and the completed walls
have an average insulating value of about r-22.

lightweight concrete is a structural material
that’s been around since at least the 1920s.
To create these blocks, the manufacturer replaces a portion of the concrete with something
lighter and better insulating, such as an industrial waste product like fly ash or petroleumbased polystyrene. Some companies such as
liteblok (www.crescoconcrete.com) use a temporary agent that leaves nothing but air gaps
behind. if a product does include fly ash make
sure the manufacturer provides data showing
that they have carefully tested and screened the
material to keep heavy metals and other toxins
out of the end product.
continued on next page

ARXX ICFs
With an effective insulating value of up to
R-50 (depending on insulation thickness).
ARXX insulating concrete forms can withstand
200 mph winds and have a 2- to 5-hour fire
rating. The forms are made with no ozonedepleting agents. and sheathing or drywall
can be attached directly to the vertical plastic
sections of the forms.
www.arxx.net

Virtues
■■
■■

■■

Very little air infiltration
Lightweight forms—
assemble easily
Thermal mass of
concrete slows
temperature swings

Caveats
■■

■■
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Exposed foam may
need protection
Some brands require
additional furring
strips to attach drywall
and siding

LP Solidstart I-joists

R-Control SIPS

The wood used to create these
sturdy engineered joists comes
from small, fast-growing trees,
not old growth timber, and the
resins used contain no urea
formaldehyde. The product is
avaiilable in long lengths, and can
be a major labor saver.
www.lpcorp.com

Made with OSB laminated
to a termite-resistant EPS
insulation core, R-Control
SIPs are state-of-the-art.
The core is also treated
with EPA-approved mold
resistance. A 6 1/2” panel
is a respectable R-23.
www.r-control.com

Boise Cascade
Conditioned Airspace
HVAC Framing
Boise Cascade’s new framing
system keeps mechanicals in
conditioned space, removing
a major source of household
energy waste. A slick suite of
software creates a custom plan
for your project. www.bc.com
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Dimensional
Wood
Virtues

lightweight floor joists, rafters or other structural pieces. The green advantages? first, engineered products use more of the tree—there’s
virtually no waste. Second, they tend to be more
stable and straight than dimensional lumber.
The downside? Certain products need to be
stored carefully and installed exactly as intended, or they can lose their structural integrity.

Dimensional Lumber: Wood that has been cut and
shaped from a single tree, typically used for framing.
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STrUCTUraL inSULaTEd PanELS
Many Strengths

Siding03

Structural Insulated Panels
Virtues
■■

■■

Reduces
labor time/cost
up to 60%

27

Armor for your home.

Excellent
insulating and air
infiltration barrier

Caveats
■■

■■

■■

Storage on
site must be dry
and ﬂat
More expensive
material
costs than
stick framing
Skilled installation
recommended
(for the wall to
roof transition
especially)

SIPs on the Roof?

IMAGE: WWW.THERMALSHELLHOMES.COM

Study: Embodied Energy in the Home
EEh

Sh

Total
floors
foundation/Basement
Walls (Ext./Int.)
roof/Ceiling
appliances/Electrical
Windows/doors
Sanitary/Piping

Materials with higher embodied
energy need to last longer to justify
their cost to the environment. This
study from the University of Michigan
compared an energy-eﬃcient house
(EEH) with a standard house (SH)—
and measured the energy costs for
construction, maintenance, and
improvement of a home within a 50-year
lifespan. The EEH does slightly better on
these measurements, but greater savings
(not shown) will come from energy
savings in the more eﬃcient structure.
– Editor

Kitchen Cabinets
$0 $200

$400

$600 $800 $1,000 $1,200 $1,400 $1,600
gigajoules (1,000 mJ)

SOURCE: WWW.UMICH.EDU

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Maintenance should not be overlooked
when you consider whether a siding
material is sustainable.
■
Prepare Wood Properly. As a
renewable resource, wood siding is a good
environmental choice, but it must be stored
and pre-primed properly prior to installation.
Otherwise, it will require frequent
coating and repair, greatly increasing its
environmental impact.
■
Side with Research. Fiber-cement and
certain brands of PVC siding promise
low-maintenance advantages over wood.
We recommend brands that can back
up their eco-friendly assertions with a
life-cycle analysis.

Accomplish Two Goals. For higher wall
R-values and low maintenance, multi-layer
systems such as EIFS, along with some stone
veneers, include insulation as part of the
siding system.
■

PHOTO: WWW.ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

The point where wall panels connect to an
SIP roof is one of the trickier details when building
a complete home shell with these pre-made
panels. Get it right, and you’ll have a super-strong,
super-insulated structure.

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012
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The concept here is simple. Two sturdy panels—typically oriented strand board (oSB)—
are glued under pressure to a super insulating
layer of plastic-based rigid foam (either polystyrene or polyisocyanurate). SiPs address air infiltration, r-value and vapor permeability, while
at the same time creating the home’s structure
and providing a nailing surface for siding and
drywall. So why aren’t they seen everywhere?
Because they tend to cost more up front than
stick framing, and aren’t widely understood by
contractors. But if you figure in the benefits in
labor savings (up to 60% in some cases), plus
the ongoing energy payback to homeowners,
you can argue that SiPs come out on par with,
or lower in cost than wood framing. GB
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Siding your house isn’t just about
good looks—it’s easy to add
R-value and recycled materials.

Insulating Concrete Forms

S

Bricks come in many colors, textures and other variations.
Approximately 3” thick, brick veneer (Boral Bricks are shown)
creates an armored shell for your home. The durability of brick
is one of it greatest assets. Boral, for example, offers a “two
lifetimes” warranty. More info: www.boralbricks.com

■

Renewable

■

Recyclable

■

Little energy used in its “production”

■

■

■

■

■

Biodegrades quickly in a landfill

caustic. The company recycles waste and uses
air scrubbers to make sure emissions from
plants are clean and particulate free.

■

■

Caveats
■

Not perfectly straight, which can cause install
problems

■

Attracts pests like carpenter ants and termites

■

Doesn’t offer insulative benefits (R-1)

■

Made of clay and shale, brick is very durable.
it is a solid barrier against weather, and the
installation of brick creates a 1” air space between the brick and the interior house wrap.
This provides insulation against temperature
transfer and the transfer of sound, and it also
prevents moisture from seeping into the home.
because of its thickness, brick provides thermal
mass, making it slow to heat in the summer and
slow to cool in the winter, which helps regulate
a home’s temperature.
Manufacturers such as boral bricks are making brick manufacturing less environmentally

Know the Lingo

Wood siding is an excellent green choice (not
to mention beautiful). Although people think of
wood as a valuable natural resource we shouldn’t
use, it is a renewable product that can be recycled,
and, if it goes into the waste stream, biodegrades
quickly. If you use wood siding, look for certification by either the Sustainable Forest Initiative
(SFI) or the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
Wood products don’t require a lot of energy
to produce—when compared with brick or
fiber-cement siding. In fact, although wood
makes up nearly half of all raw materials manufactured in the United States, its share of energy
consumption is a small 4%.
In addition to new wood siding, you can buy
reclaimed wood, though more people opt for
pre-primed pine or weather-resistant cedar.
Virtues

Brick
A Durability Leader

Glossary of Terms

Green to the Core

■

Requires maintenance, and can shrink and
expand
Can be twice as expensive as engineered wood
or fiber cement

■■

Recyclable

■■

Durable

■■

■■

■■

■■

Can be recycled or
repurposed

Caveats
■■

■■

Resists termites, fire,
mold and rot
Made from abundant
natural materials
Low-maintenance

Resources must be
mined
Not all brick
manufacturers have
taken steps to reduce
emissions from their
manufacturing plants

■■

Expensive

■■

Heavy weight

LP SmartSide

CertainTeed PVC Cedarboards

SmartSide products deliver the warmth and
beauty of traditional wood, plus the durability
and workability of engineered wood. The
manufacturing process creates products that
are engineered for strength, performance
and protection against fungal decay and
termites. Four product collections are
offered, with a 5/50-year transferable limited
warranty. www.lpcorp.com/smartside

A recent life-cycle analysis of this brand
of insulated PVC siding found that it has
an environmental impact similar to that
of natural cedar boards. CertainTeed’s
CedarBoards D6 contain 60% postconsumer and post-industrial recycled
material. A company called Sustainable
Solutions Corp. conducted the LCA.
www.certainteed.com

Engineered Wood: Cladding made
from wood strands that are coated with
a resin binder and compressed to create a
strong board.
Fiber Cement Siding: Cladding made from
a mixture of Portland cement, cellulose
or wood fiber material, sand and other
components.
Lap Siding: Siding that looks like individual
boards, typically 8’–12’ long. Each piece of
siding is lapped over the piece below it to
provide a waterproof covering for the house.
Portland Cement: Found in stucco and fiber
cement siding, it requires intense heat (and
thus energy) to produce.

Virtues
■

Lighter weight than fiber cement or brick
No special cutting tools or fasteners are required
takes nails and screws

ENGINEERED WOOD

■

Factory pre-primed

Most Improved

■

Less costly than real wood

For people who like the look of wood, engineered
wood products are a good green option. They are
made from wood strands that are coated with a
resin binder and compressed to create a strong
board. The products look like wood. They are
free of knots, resist warping and cupping, and
are factory pre-primed to take paint well, which
reduces field and labor time once installed.
LP SmartSide Trim & Siding, as one example, offers a special manufacturing process
that helps protect against termite damage and
fungal decay. The product also comes with a
self-aligning edge design to make installation
faster and easier. Another engineered product,
KlipTech’s EcoClad is made from bamboo fibers, recycled paper and recycled wood fiber.
According to its manufacturer, it is as durable
as metal, brick, and stucco, and resists bacteria

Caveats
■
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Embodied Energy: The energy consumed
by all of the processes associated with the
production of a building, from the acquisition
of natural resources to product delivery.

and fungus growth. Look for engineered wood
products that are certified.

■

Virtues

Exterior Insulation Finish System (EIFS):
A building product that provides exterior
walls with an insulated finished surface and
waterproofing in an integrated composite
material system.

Moisture problems can result from
installation errors

FIBER CEMENT
Tough Stuff

Fiber-cement siding is a low-maintenance product made from sand, Portland cement, clay and
wood pulp fibers. It’s very strong, long-lasting,
termite-proof, fire-resistant and rot-proof. The
product has the look of wood siding and comes
in either a smooth or wood-look finish.
The rub against fiber-cement is its high embodied energy, though manufacturers are moving toward using more recycled content in their
products. At least one brand contains fly ash.
continued on page 30
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iding choices abound for
today’s homes. aesthetics are important when choosing one option
over another, and when you take
the environment into account,
some choices just look a whole lot
better than others. according to research from
the Freedonia group (www.freedoniagroup.
com), fiber cement, stucco and brick siding will
see rapid advances through 2014. Vinyl siding
will remain the largest segment. although long
lasting, it’s a controversial material made with
polyvinyl chloride (PVc), a plastic that until recently has had a poor recycling record. at least
one company (certainTeed) has now begun to
recycle vinyl, and the industry is beginning to
look more closely at vinyl’s life-cycle impacts.
We haven’t included it here as a “green” option,
but we will continue to monitor the industry’s
efforts to move in that direction.

WOOD
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For extra R-value, fiber cement siding can
be installed over foam insulation board, as on
an ICF house, but caution must be taken to
ensure proper installation. If you decide to go
this route, follow manufacturers recommendations closely.
Virtues
■
■

■
■

■

Product is straighter than wood siding
Superior stability keeps the building envelope
crack-free
Lower cost than wood
Low-maintenance product; may hold stain or
paint for for several years longer than wood
(7–15 years)
Won’t rot, buckle or warp

Caveats
■

Heavier than most sidings and can crack

■

Negligible R-value

■

■

Moisture problems can result from installation
errors
Requires special safety training, special gear
to protect against airborne silica and specific
cutting tools.

EIFS
Stucco on Steroids

Stucco is well-known building product in many
regions of the country, but you can get the same
stucco look with more insulation value by using

Adds insulation to the exterior of a home

■

Finishes other than stucco look available

■

Less expensive than stucco

■

Liquid applied barrier blocks moisture

■

Imperative that it be installed and flashed correctly

■

Must be installed by a trained professional

■

Can dent and crack if hit by a ball or other object

posted a higher R-value than the others at R-12.9.
EIFS can control temperature and moisture
within the wall system and outperforms many
other claddings. Because it is applied to the
outside of a home, it is an option for both new
homes and retrofits.
The product’s carbon footprint as compared
with other common claddings is five times
lower than brick and three times lower than
stucco, says a National Institute of Standards
and Technology analysis.
EIFS is commonly thought of as a stucco-look
product, but finishes are quite flexible. Dryvit
Outsulation system comes in Custom Brick and
“Lymestone” finishes, and BASF has an attractive “AnticoGlaze” finish, reminiscent of the
Tuscany region in Italy. GB

exterior
insulation board
exterior mesh
reinforcement
exterior
basecoat
exterior
textured finish

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
The type of structure and the overall wall
assembly often help decide which insulating
material is most economical and effective.

gypsum panel

cavity insulation
cement panel

Without it, you can only lose (energy).

Caveats

An EIFS Upgrade?
Tyvek StuccoWrap
weather-resistant
barrier
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■

High embodied energy because of
manufacturing process

Virtues
■

Insulation04

wood or
metal
framing

An Exterior Insulation and Finish
System is a straightforward way
to upgrade the R-value of a wood
or steel-framed wall without
tearing out the existing insulation
and starting over.
■
The invention of high-tech moisture wraps has
made these systems far more foolproof, in our view.
■
The EIFS concept is simple (described in the text
above), but its benefits can be multi-faceted. Along with
an R-value increase of up to R-10 (with 2” of rigid foam),
the upgraded wall typically has much lower air infiltration.
■
Both factors reduce heating and cooling demand
in the home significantly.

– Editor
GRAPHIC: DESIGN FORWARD

■
Combine Forces. Often, different
parts of a job can be insulated with
different materials. For example, basement
walls might be covered with rigid foam,
and stud cavities filled with spray-in foam
or fiberglass.
■
Address Air Infiltration. Aside from
spray foam, most insulating materials do not
“self seal” against unwanted air movement.
You will need to add some form of wrap or
barrier to control air flow through walls.
■
Cost is Relative. More expensive
insulating systems typically have higher
R-values that will result in years of energy
savings. Some also save on labor costs
for installation. In other words, look at an
insulating system’s long-term pros and cons,
not just its price per square foot.

PHOTO: BIOBASED
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EIFS (exterior insulation finish system).
A recent Oak Ridge National Laboratory study
looked at how EIFS walls stacked up against brick,
glass, stucco, concrete, wood and masonry. EIFS
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The cost of heating or cooling
your home is probably your biggest
energy expense. A one-time
investment in insulation will save
you money every year, and will
also keep out unwanted noise.

I

■■

■■

■■

Renewable and
recyclable
Familiar to
contractors
Field proven for
decades

Caveats
■■

■■

Requires careful
installation
May need an
additional air
infiltration barrier

Glossary of Terms

■■

■■

■■

■■

f you’ve ever opened up the wall of

a home built before about 1950, you’ve
probably been shocked to find little
or no insulation—or at best some
crumpled newspapers. And even the
earliest serious attempts at insulation
with fiberglass look quaint now. Cavities were
often only partially filled. Water from outside
often leaked in around windows and doors
and damaged the insulation. of course, homes
were so leaky prior to the 1960s that walls dried
out quickly, so mold wasn’t a big problem.
The rules of the game are very different today.
Homes are built tight—with no tolerance for
sloppy insulating.
Building scientists (a new breed of experts)
now have a deep understanding of how insulation works. They’ve learned that factors such as
air infiltration, dampness and age can dramatically affect performance.
But they also recognize that insulation is part
of an energy saving system, not a standalone
solution. Good results can be achieved with
any insulating material, if it’s combined with
the right house wraps, tapes and construction
details. Here’s an overview of the latest advances in insulation technology.

Spray Foam Insulation

Know the Lingo

■■

■■

■■

Cellulose Insulation
Virtues

R-Value: A measure of how effectively a material
resists heat flow. Thus, higher numbers are better.
For a full list comparing various types of insulation,
visit www.coloradoenergy.org.

■

■

Batt: A length of insulation that is precut to fit certain wall
cavity dimensions. Typically sold in a pre-packaged roll.

■

Unfaced/Faced Insulation: Faced insulation (typically a
fiberglass batt) includes a vapor retarder on the interior
face that restricts movement of moist air into wall cavities.

Blower Door: Equipment used to test the effectiveness
of a home’s insulation and air sealing systems.
Stud Cavity: The space between the vertical members
of a conventionally framed wood or lightweight steel
home. Common stud spacings include 16” and 24” on
center (of stud).

ably the most familiar insulating product.
Changes in recent years have affected the composition of chemical binders that hold the product together, along with the size of the glass
fibers. Many brands have removed or reduced
toxins such as formaldehyde from their
products. Some of the largest manufacturers
of fiberglass products now offer hybrid systems that include an air-sealing component.
They have improved the performance and handling of blown-in fiber glass, and added to the
percentage of recycled content in all product
lines (up to 40%).

■

■

Virtues
■

spray Foam

Installer Friendly

Filling Every Void

fiberglass insulation in batt form is prob-

Insulating walls and ceilings with spray foam is

Little or no
toxic offgassing
Relatively easy
to install

■

■

Must be
installed
carefully to
fill all gaps
Wet products
can be
problematic if
not allowed to
dry properly

Caveats

Fills gaps and
cavities completely
Provides its
own air barrier
High R-value per inch

■

■

More expensive than
competing products
Requires
special equipment/
skills to install

relatively expensive, typically more than twice
the cost of fiberglass batts, and most often it’s
a job best handled by pros. Why is foam green?
Not because of what’s in it. Even the so-called
eco-friendly brands replace only a small percentage of their petroleum-based chemical mix
with biological products such as soy. But the
energy performance of foam is hard to beat.
Some brands offer insulating value of more
than R-6 per inch, at the same time sealing
against air infiltration. This makes spray foam
a dual-duty system ideal for both new and retrofit construction.

papers, and most brands are treated with boric
acid as a fire retardant. Research on the health
effects of boric acid suggest that it is a minor
irritant in small doses. Cellulose can be installed
wet or dry. If installed wet, it should be allowed
to dry properly before covering with drywall
(typically less than 48 hours). The insulating
value of cellulose is about the same as blown
fiber glass (roughly R-3.7 per inch).
continued on next page

Mineral Wool Insulation

CELLULOSE
Paper Trail

Fiber glass
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Caveats

Ridge Vent: An opening covered by a rain-proof vent that
follows the peak of the roof, typically required by code.
Some insulating methods, however, negate the need for a
ridge vent. Clear it with your local code official first.
Blow-In: Method of introducing loose fiberglass,
cellulose or mineral wool to framing cavities or attic
space, typically using a machine with an attached hose.

High percent
of recycled
content

Cellulose has a good green story to tell, especially from the manufacturing side. It’s made
primarily with recycled paper, typically news-

EcoBatt from Knauf

Johns Manville Spider

BASF Comfort Foam

This fiber glass insulation has an unusual brownish
color, in part because the manufacturer wants to
highlight the fact that it does not use the usual
petroleum-based chemicals found in most fiber
glass. Instead, Knauf has replaced the usual phenol,
formaldehyde, acrylics and dyes with bio-based
binders. As a result, the environmental impacts of
creating EcoBatt’s binder agent have been reduced
by as much as 70%. www.ecobatt.us

A formaldehyde-free spray-in fiber glass
insulation, JM Spider is applied slightly
wet so that it dries quickly. It provides up
to R-23 insulating value in a 2”x6” frame
cavity. Cavities can be filled very quickly,
in as little as two to three hours for a
2,700-sq.-ft. home.
www.jmhomeowner.com

This formaldehyde-free spray foam
from the chemical experts at BASF
can save up to 60% on heating costs
over typical insulation systems. In part,
that’s because the foam also creates
an tight barrier against air infiltration.
The closed-cell foam emits no
VOCs and uses no ozone destroying
ingredients. www.spf.basf.com

Virtues
■

■

Fire resistant without
chemical additives
High in recycled
content

Caveats
■

■

Requires careful
installation
May need an
additional air
infiltration barrier
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Fiber Glass
Insulation
Virtues
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MINERAL WOOL

Rigid Foam Insulation

Nothing to Burn

34

Although mineral wool looks like fiberglass,
it’s made from basalt rock and slag, not glass.
The resulting product, either batts or loose fill,
is non-flammable, requiring no chemical flame
retardants. As a result, offgassing emissions
tend to be low. Mineral wool includes high levels of post-industrial recycled content waste (up
to 90%), reducing the environmental impact of
its production.

Air Control05

35

Fresh air, yes, but manage the flow.

RIGID FOAM
Water Resistive

Virtues

Caveats

■

High R-value per inch

■

Seals against air infiltration

■

Good solution for
basement walls

■

■

Some brands may shrink
over time

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012

Producing synthetic foam is a
resource-intensive process

Insulation R-Values (per inch)
Type of Insulation
Fiberglass batt
Fiberglass Blown (attic)
Fiberglass Blown (wall)
Rock Woll Batt
Rockwool blown (attic)
Rock Wool Blown (wall)
Cellulose Blown (attic)
Cellulose Blown (wall)
Vermiculite
Air-entrained Concrete
Urea terpolymer foam
Rigid fiberglass (>4lb/ft3)
Expanded polystyrene (beadboard)
Extruded polystyrene
Polyurethane (foamed-in-place)
Polyisocyanurate (foil-face)

R-VALUE
3.14
2.2
3.2
3.14
3.1
3.03
3.13
3.7
2.13
3.9
4.48
4
4
5
6.25
7.2

3.14

3.13

Fiberglass Batt

Cellulose Blown (attic)

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Protecting indoor air quality isn’t simply about
choosing low-VOC paints, although that’s one
important step. You will also want to:

6.25

Polyurethane
(foamed-in-place)

7.2

Polyisocyanurate
(foil-faced)

SOURCE: HTTP://CHEMISTRY.NEED.ORG

This chart shows the approximate R-value per inch of various products. Note, however, that not all product brands have
exactly the same performance. More importantly, however, many methods of insulating lean heavily on what goes into the
rest of the wall system to achieve good results. For example, blown-in fiberglass or cellulose can provide great results at a very
reasonable cost, as long as plumbing and other penetrations are properly sealed, windows are caulked and sealed and overall air
infiltration is minimized with building wrap or (in the case of some types of rigid foam) carefully taped seams.

■
Evaluate Flooring. Many carpets and
synthetic underlayments produce toxic fumes.
Select brands specifically aimed at reducing
offgassing, and install with low-VOC adhesives.
■
Control Ins and Outs. Most modern
homes are built (and remodeled) to be very
tight. Mechanical ventilation may be needed to
control the flow of fresh air into the home—
and the movement of toxins and moisture out.
■
Bust the Dust. The smallest, most
dangerous pollutants are not removed by most
standalone vacuum cleaners. Units with HEPA
filters or whole-house vacuums are the best
way to get particulates out of living areas.

IMAGE: WWW.MYSANANTONIO.COM
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You may have seen contractors in your area
putting green or blue insulation right over
the wood siding of an old house. Chances
are they’re applying extruded expanded
polystyrene (XEPS) or polyisocyanurate closed
cell foam. Both products are dense and durable.
Some building experts suggest that foam used
this way can an act as water resistive barriers
(WRBs) negating the need for house wrap,
but we recommend playing it safe and using
house wrap as well. Rigid foam also is a good
choice for insulating basement walls. GB
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Controlling the flow of air in
and out of a building is a key
principle of eco-friendly
construction. A combination of
strategies is the best approach.

O
Outside
air
inlet

Fresh air
supply

Air-to-air
haet exchanger

Mechanical
ventilation is
the most reliable
way to control air
quality in a tight
modern home.
An air-to-air heat
exchanger—either
a heat recovery
ventilator (HRV) or
energy recovery
ventilator (ERV)—
removes stale air
from the home,
preheating or
cooling fresh air as
it enters the space.

Exhaust
air

lation, however. the Department of energy says
that house wrap must be taped at every seam.
otherwise, it may be 20% less efficient. It’s also
important that house wrap not be left exposed
to sun and wind for too long, factors that can
degrade its effectiveness over time.

Carpet
Look Below the Surface

■

Carpets have only in the last decade or so
come under close scrutiny for their environmental impacts—both in and out of the home.
Most commercial carpets are made from some
variation of synthetic, petroleum-based material. this material is often treated with other
chemicals to improve stain resistance, wear or
color retention. to make matters worse, many
carpets are installed over highly toxic rubberized pads. they may also be glued to the floor
with pungent adhesives. that new carpet smell
you recognize is not something you want in

■

■

Virtues
■

Popular and comfortable

■

Greener products are now available
Most synthetic carpets are petroleum based

■

Rubberized backings are often loaded with VOCs

■

Only a few carpet companies take recycling seriously

■

Felted Backing: A type of carpet underlayment that can
be made greener if produced with natural fibers and
less toxic binders. Other harder-to-green types include
polyurethane foam and sponge rubber.
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Natural Fiber Carpets: Products made with sisal, wool
or other natural fibers.
Energy Recovery Ventilator/Heat Recovery Ventilator
(ERV/HRV): Device that exchanges stale air from inside
the home with fresh air from outside, also exchanging
some energy in the process.
Vapor Barrier: Typically a synthetic material or coating
that restricts or halts the flow of airborne moisture. Not to
be confused with house wrap, which is vapor permeable,
House Wrap: Synthetic material that allows water vapor
to pass from interior to exterior of a home, yet protects
the building from rain and reduces drafts.
Particulates: Airborne particles that may be a hazard
to human health, particularly if they are very small. They
should be HEPA-filtered or removed from living areas.

House Wrap

House wrap

CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS

Passive Resistance

Dust Deniers

This compact energy recovery ventilator
can be inserted between joists in a ceiling
to offer quiet, continuous air exchanges
for a single room. It consumes just 23
watts at the highest setting of 40 cubic
feet per minute (cfm) of airflow.
www2.panasonic.com

■

Caveats
■

Here are some key products whose attributes help provide healthier indoor air:

Panasonic Whisper
Comfort ERV

Know the Lingo
■

your home. It’s a sign that your floor is releasing unknown chemicals into your living space.
A few of the larger carpet makers—notably
Mohawk (below), Interface and Shaw Industries
(www.shawfloors.com) have begun to
approach carpets from a more eco-friendly
perspective, not only recycling old carpets—
but offering less toxic installation systems and
products that have lower levels of offgassing.

Some modern building products operate passively. house wraps fall under this description.
these weather-resistant barriers allow water
vapor to escape living spaces and wall cavities (where it might condense and encourage
mold or mildew) at the same time preventing
unwanted outdoor air from creeping into the
home. house wrap is only as good as its instal-

Glossary of Terms

Carpet

House wrap is only as effective as its installation.
For example, metal flashing above doors or
windows should be installed before the house
wrap, not on top of it.

Virtues
■■

Reduces air infiltration

■■

Repels wind borne rain

■■

Long service life

Caveats
■■

■■

Can’t be left exposed
indefinitely
Requires careful
installation

Beam Serenity Central Vacuum
The Serenity IQS model whole-house
vacuum can clean even a large house
from one centrally located appliance. The
600W motor has plenty of power to catch
particulates and keep them from reentering airspace. The 3900A model holds
up to seven gallons of dirt and dust.
www.beamvac.com

The carpet industry suggests that the average
American family uses a vacuum cleaner at least
once weekly, while about 10% of us vacuum our
homes once or more per day. But the typical
upright household vacuum cleaner may not be
the solution to clearing the air in a home. These
upright units are not created equal. Most lack an
continued on page 38

DuPont Tyvek
HomeWrap
Tyvek’s approach to house
wrap is to focus on how the
product contributes to overall
HVAC performance by reducing
air infiltration. Additional tapes
and accessories ensure a tight,
durable air barrier around the
whole home. www.tyvek.com

Centralized vacuum systems take even the
hardest-to-capture dust particles away from living areas.

Ceiling

Optional
muffler

Main
pipe

12” for motor
cooling

28” from
floor

Mohawk SmartStrand Carpet
One of the few large carpet companies
to make major steps toward sustainability,
Mohawk developed SmartStrand in a
joint effort with DuPont to add renewably
sourced polymers (from corn sugar and
other sources) to a synthetic weave. The
product has integral stain resistance,
eliminating the need for toxic chemical
treatments. www.mohawkflooring.com
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Stale room
air return

ne of the confusing aspects
of green building certification
programs is the way they lump
together two different aspects
of building science: saving energy and keeping indoor air safe and clean. Is a
green home one that saves energy, or one that
has healthier indoor air than a conventional
home? the answer is both. how did the two
concepts get mashed together this way? Blame
tight houses. As windows, walls and basements
have become less leaky, the stuff that pollutes air
inside the home—glues, carpets, paints, pressed
board cabinets—suddenly became a lot more
dangerous. So here’s the deal. If you want to
build or retrofit your home to be greener, you’ll
have to control the air quality at the same time.
there are three ways to do this: first, by eliminating pollutants at the point source; second,
by keeping moisture levels healthy indoors; and
third, by mechanically “cleaning” the air.
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continued from page 37
effective HEPA filtering system—the only reliable way to capture the fine particles that have
been shown to be harmful to human health.
On the contrary, a vacuum with a non-HEPA filter
may simply toss tiny particles back into the air.
A whole-house vacuum solves this problem by
actually taking unwanted particles outside the living space—into a garage or unfinished basement.
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ERV Transfers

Exhaust
Air

Return
Air

ENERGY AND HEAT RECOVERY
VENTILATORS

Windows06

39

The high-tech advantages are transparent.

Fresh
Air

Key Component

You may have heard of energy recovery ventilator (ERVs) and their northern cousins, heat

Supply
Air

An ERV transfers heat and moisture in hot climates.
It dries incoming moist outdoor air and transfers some
of that unwanted heat into the exhaust air stream that’s
leaving the home.

What Makes One Carpet
Greener than Another?
The EPA offers a few guidelines:
Low or no volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

■

No toxic dyes

■

Recyclable

■

Recycled content

■

Reduced energy use (during manufacturing)

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012

■

Reduced or improved air emissions (during
manufacturing)
Minimum 10-year warranty

Recent EPA research found that carpet tiles
can be a more sustainable alternative than
wall-to-wall products. If you stain a section,
for example, you can remove and replace it.
Also, you can “rotate” tiles from heavy use
areas to light use areas. The EPA’s test building
used Milliken 36”x36” tile carpet and low-VOC
adhesives to test these principles.

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012

■

recovery ventilators (HRVs). This heat transfer
technology is a key component of any modern
“tight” house. Without them, modern houses
would probably not be worth the foam, tape
and caulking they’re sealed with. These mechanical wonders take hot, unconditioned fresh
air from outside, pass it over a heat collecting
medium, where it gets a partial cooldown before entering the home. A study by John Bower
(visit www.healthyhouseinstitute.com) found
that using a heat recovery ventilator with continuous ventilation cost a Minnesota homeowner just $86 a year. It cost $188 to do the
same ventilation without an HRV. GB

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Choosing the right product is just one part
of the sustainability story. It’s critical that
you also consider the other variables.

Ventilation Air Requirements (CFM)

Fresh Air Formula

Bedrooms
Floor Area (ft2)

0-1

2-3

4-5

6-7

>7

Less than 1500

30

45

60

75

90

1501-3000

45

60

75

90

105

3001-4500

60

75

90

105

120

4501-6000

75

90

105

120

135

6001-7500

90

105

120

135

150

Greater than 7500

105

120

135

150

165

Indoor air tends to concentrate pollutants quickly.
As a result, building codes typically have certain
requirements for the amount of fresh air that must be
exchanged with stale indoor air over a given period.
Typically this is expressed as cubic feet per minute,
or CFM. An organization called ASHRAE provides
guidelines for how much ventilation is needed,
although the best means for achieving that ventilation
are often debated. When in doubt, more ventilation is
better than less, but you have to balance the resulting
energy loss with improved indoor air quality.
SOURCE: ASHRAE 62-2-2003

■
Orientation. Which compass direction
will the window face? Is it maximizing the
potential for natural daylighting and solar
gain (in northern climates)? Is it shaded by
roof overhangs in hot, southern regions?

Installation Details. Improper flashing
and/or a shoddy caulking job can easily
neutralize a window’s energy savings.
■

■
Long-Term Maintenance. Low
maintenance does not mean “no
maintenance.” Follow the manufacturer’s
recommendations for keeping your windows
in good working condition.

PHOTO: WWW.THEBAYNET.COM

■
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to $550 (24%) by switching from double-pane
windows to triple-pane with high solar gain,
low-E glass. Keep this in mind when you are
assessing the “first cost” of new windows.

Window manufacturers are producing ever more efficient
glazing systems, plus adding new features that enable passive
ventilation and increase durability.

Glossary of Terms

Know the Lingo
■

COMFORT
Know the Science

and bounds over the past
few years. Today, you can
get a high-performance
window that looks good
and performs well at any price point.
The windows you select for your house—
whether retrofit or new—must meet your local
energy code requirements at a minimum, and
ideally should be Energy Star-qualified for your
home’s climate.

ENERGY COSTS
The Right Window

CONDUCTION
is the direct
transfer of heat
through the window
to the outdoors

RADIATION
is the movement
of heat as infrared
energy through
the glass

AIR LEAKAGE
is the passage
of heated air
through cracks and
around weather
stripping

LESS FADING AND CONDENSATION
Block the Rays

CONVECTION
occurs when air
gives up its heat
to the cooler glass
and sinks toward the
floor. This movement
sucks new, warmer
air toward the glass
that is in turn cooled,
creating a draft.

Milgard Ultra Series

Marvin Integrity Windows

Constructed with fiberglass frames
that expand and contract at the same
rate as glass (reducing stress over
time).Ultra Series windows look like
traditional wood windows, but have
the durability advantages of fiberglass.
They come in several factory-painted
colors and a full lifetime warranty.
www.milgard.com

Ultra-durable and requiring very little
maintenance, Marvin’s line of “Ultrex”
fiberglass windows have many special
features such as built in sheetrock returns
and numerous hardware configurations.
This gives contractors the ability to install
them right the first time, and buyers the
flexibility to create the look they want using
a high-tech product. www.marvin.com

High-performance windows with new glazing
technologies make homes more comfortable.
They create warmer interior glass surfaces,
reducing frost and condensation. High-performance windows with warm edge technology
and insulating frames have such a warm interior
surface that condensation on interior surfaces is
significantly reduced under all conditions.
Another concern for homeowners is the effect of sunlight on the home and its contents.
Many organic materials, such as carpet, fabrics, paper, artwork, paints and wood may fade

Andersen 100 Series Window
with SmartSun Glass
The 100 Series of windows features an
economical price and energy-saving
performance. Frames are made of
Fibrex, a composite of sawdust and
polymer, and the SmartSun low-E glass
qualifies for tax credits.
www.andersenwindows.com

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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Argon Gas: A colorless, odorless, inert gas
that fills the otherwise empty space within an
insulating glass unit.
Efficient Windows Collaborative:
Organization that provides detailed
reports and studies on the value of using
high-performance windows. Visit the
website at www.efficientwindows.org for
more information on the studies cited in
this article.
Insulating Glass (IG): Glass units
constructed of two or more glass panes
separated by a hermetically sealed space.
Low Emissivity Coating (low-E): Low-E
coatings reduce energy transfer through
insulating glass units, and thereby achieve
one of the highest levels of energy
performance possible for glass.
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC):
Measures the fraction of solar energy
admitted and indicates how well the product
blocks heat caused by sunlight.
U-Value: The escape of BTUs per square
foot per hour, per degree Fahrenheit.
Warm Edge Technology: The use of lowconductance spacers to reduce heat transfer
near the edge of insulated glazing.

upon exposure to sunlight. Window selection
can influence the type and intensity of transmitted radiation.
Ultraviolet (UV) rays are the most harmful radiation in sunlight. They are the most energetic
and thus most likely to break chemical bonds,
leading to fading and degradation.
Coatings on glass can reduce the UV transmitted by up to 75%. UV absorbers can be incorporated into thin plastic films in multilayer
windows or as an interlayer in laminated glass.
In both cases, the UV transmission can be reduced to less than 1%. However, it is important
to note that the remaining visible light that is
transmitted can still cause fading in some materials. Using low-E coated glass or windows
incorporating plastic layers rather than clear
uncoated glass will reduce fading.
continued on next page
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If you want to reduce utility bills, you need to
consider the impact of windows. In climates
with a significant heating season, windows
have represented a major source of unwanted
heat loss, discomfort and condensation problems. But today it is possible to have lower
heat loss, less air leakage and warmer window
surfaces that improve comfort and minimize
condensation.
Similarly, in climates that mainly require
cooling, windows typically represent a major
source of unwanted heat gain—but low-E coatings that reject solar heat without darkening the
glass have changed the rules. These glazings
significantly reduce solar heat gain and improve comfort, at the same time providing clear
views and daylight.
As an example, a study by the Efficient Windows Collaborative (www.efficientwindows.org)
shows that the annual heating cost of a typical
house in Boston drops from about $750 a year

How Windows Handle Energy

GRAPHIC INSPIRED BY FINE HOMEBUILDING

W

INDOW TECHNOLOGY
HAS improved by leaps

For homeowners, how comfortable a house
feels can be just as important as its energy efficiency. An older window with a lower glass
temperature feels colder because more heat is
radiated from a person’s body to the window.
Cold glass can also create uncomfortable
drafts as air next to the window is cooled and
drops to the floor. This sets up an air movement pattern that feels drafty and accelerates
heat loss.
High-performance windows with lower Uvalues will result in a higher interior window
temperature in winter and thus greater comfort.
Proper installation along with weatherstripping
designed to seal tightly will also improve comfort by reducing cold air leakage.
During the summer, direct sunlight strikes
people and surfaces, creating overheating and
discomfort. Windows with low solar heat gain
coefficients will reduce the solar radiation coming through the glass. That’s where low-emissivity (low-E) glass comes in—reducing heat gain
while still providing sufficient light and view.

Air Infiltration: The amount of air that
passes between a window sash and frame,
measured in cubic feet per minute per
square foot of frame area.
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ANOTHER WINDOW PERK
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Big ticket energy consumer.

It’s one of the most common homeowner questions:
Should you fix up those old, single-pane windows in your
home—adding storm windows, for example, and caulking
and sealing around the old unit—or buy completly new
windows? Consider the following:
■

■

■

■

Climate: If you live in an area with very cold winters or
hot summers, new windows will pay for themselves in
energy savings more quickly than termperate climes.
Condition: Are your old windows structurally sound?
If they’re rotted like the one shown, repair may not
be an option.
Value: Another key aspect to consider is how your
current window “look” impacts the value of your home.
Will replacing them help or hinder a future resale?

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012

Cost vs. Labor: Are you prepared to switch out storm
windows with the seasons? What about maintenance?
Old windows will need ongoing, occasional TLC. Be sure
to think about your lifestyle—not just your wallet.

New Emphasis on Window Installation
To keep pace with increasingly advanced glazings, window and door makers
have fine-tuned the science of installation. That’s a good thing, because you can
put the best-made, highest-rated window in a new home and still feel a cold draft next
to the frame. But if that happens, chances are it’s your fault—not the window maker’s.
You didn’t follow the precise instructions they provide, free of charge.
It used to be that window installation tips were often simplistic—or considered the
builder’s responsibility. But companies such as Milgard and Marvin have poured a lot of
research, experience and money into educating end users about their products.
The Internet, of course, has made that process much easier. But the building science
of installation has improved alongside new flashing systems, expanding foam sealants,
and clad and composite window frames.
Take a look at the websites at right (and the sample instructions we’ve pulled directly
from their pages), and you’re likely to learn some best practices that will save you labor,
keep you from having to reinstall a window, and even improve energy efficiency.
They also include tips that will help increase the product’s durability.

Milgard
Sample Instruction: “In removing
existing materials [for retrofit
installation] it is important not
to disturb the existing weather
barrier, as it will still be used.”
http://pro.milgard.com/

Marvin (Integrity Line)
Sample Instruction: “If a flexible
adhesive membrane is not used
to pan the sill, be sure to properly
seal the bottom corners of the
rough opening.”
www.integritywindows.com

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Almost any heating system can perform better,
if you know which features matter most.
■
Slow Comfort. Water-based heating
systems tend to retain and release heat more
slowly than forced-air furnaces. An efficient
boiler with in-floor tubing or radiators offers an
efficient, comfortable form of heating.
■
Duct Diligence. To improve the
performance of an existing forced air furnace,
seal and insulate the ducts, then clean or
replace the filters every three months.

Upgrade and Save. Modern, highefficiency equipment tends to burn far less
fuel and produce less air pollution than older
models, no matter what the fuel type.
■

RENDERING: WWW.INDIGOSTUDIOS.COM
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High-performance windows can reduce utility
bills, and they also reduce peak heating and
cooling loads. The peak load for a building
is the maximum requirement for heating or
cooling at a given time. This load is important,
because it determines the size of the furnace,
heat pump, air conditioner and/or ventilating
fans that must be installed. Reducing the peak
load may allow homeowners to install a smaller
HVAC system, which costs less up front—and
less to operate.
Properly sized HVAC systems offer a number of advantages to homeowners. First, by
running more constantly, smaller equipment
provides the best air quality and comfort.
Second, HVAC systems that are more closely
matched to peak cooling loads achieve better
dehumidification, which prevents mold. Several calculating procedure can be found to help
with proper sizing of HVAC equipment. That’s
really the HVAC installers job, but if you want
to do your own calculations, there’s a simple
piece of software out there called the HVACCalc Residential 4.0 which costs $49 (available
at www.hvaccomputer.com). You enter in some
information about your home (or proposed
new home), and it helps you figure out the
optimal size and type of equipment you need
for best performance and energy efficiency. GB

Heating07

Replace or Repair?

Smaller HVAC Equipment
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An efficient heating system will not
just lower utility costs. It will make
the home more comfortable.

■

■

Uses less
energy than a
conventional
gas furnace
Variable speed
technologies
ensure
more even
temperatures
throughout
the home

Caveats
■

Cost can be
twice that of
conventional
furnace

Hot water

Return
air

Flue
gases

Boiler

Heat dispersion

Cold
water

Return
air

Heat absorption

■

Extremely energy
efficient
Good match for a
radiant floor system

Caveats
■
■

High installed cost
Radiant loops can
require a lot of land

Burner

Virtues
Quiet operation—no air blowing

GAS FURNACE

■

Relatively easy to zone

Super Efficiency

■

■

Lack of fan means lower electric
use than a forced air system

■

■

Virtues
■

■

A modulating gas furnace is the most technologically advanced fossil fuel-burning furnace
you can get, with efficiencies as high as 97%
(that’s the percentage of the fuel’s potential energy delivered as heat). It achieve this feat with
a series of technical innovations. Gas is not as
clean as we once believed, however, now that
dirty methods of “fracking” are used in some
extraction. The pollution may simply be happening at the front end of the process. No fossil
fuel gets an environmental free ride. It’s a finite
resource, not a renewable one.
One way that new technology squeezes
more heating power from gas is with an exhaust heat exchanger. This exchanger steals
back heat from the furnace’s waste byproducts.
Another feature, flame modulation, adjusts the
flame size based on demand. These furnaces

Supply
air

■

Caveats
■

■

Distribution system takes up
much less space than ductwork

Up to 50% more expensive than
a conventional boiler
There are fewer high-efficiency
boilers to choose from than
there are high-efficiency
furnaces

include variable-speed blower fans with highefficiency electric motors. The ability to vary
airflow and flame intensity also allows for
nearly constant room temperatures and better
air circulation.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY BOILER
Hot Water Wiz

A boiler burns oil, natural gas or propane to
heat water. That heated water is then pumped
through a system of pipes to radiators, baseboard heaters, or a radiant floor.
A good boiler will offer efficiencies of 90% to
95% and will include many of the same technolo-

Uponor Manifold System

Trane XL20i Heat Pump

As the central hub of a radiant hot water
heating system, this Engineered Plastic (EP)
Heating Manifold from Uponor is designed
to resist corrosion and chlorine. It comes
in several sizes (from 2 to 8 loops), includes
attached flow meters, and accommodates
15.4 gallons per minute (gpm) of water flow.
www.uponor-usa.com

The manufacturer asserts the XL20i claims
to be one of the most efficient heat
pumps available, with a SEER rating of
19, and an HSPF of 9. It has two separate
compressors: a smaller one for milder
weather and a second, larger one for
extremely hot days. It’s like having two
units in one. www.trane.com

gies as a high-efficiency furnace. These include a
modulating burner that matches the heat output
to whatever the thermostat is calling for at the
moment, advanced heat exchangers to extract
more heat from the same amount of fuel, and
the ability to recover heat from the exhaust gas
by condensing it. The resulting exhaust is cool
enough to be vented out of a plastic pipe. In the
best cases, this condensing process can squeeze
10%–12% more usable energy out of the fuel.

AIR-SOURCE HEAT PUMP

■

■

■

■

Reverse Motion

A heat pump is basically an air conditioner
that works in reverse to provide heat. The heat
pump captures and concentrates heat from one
area, then releases it to another.
In heating mode the heat pump takes heat
from the outdoor air and delivers it to the
home’s distribution system. In cooling mode, it
reverses direction to work like an air conditioner, extracting heat from inside the house and
blowing it outside. In cooling mode, this waste
heat can also be used for water heating. The
most common type is the split system, which
uses separate indoor and outdoor units, but you
can also get packaged systems that place everything in a self-contained outdoor unit. While
air-source heat pumps can offer efficiencies of
200%–300%, they’re most efficient in the southern part of the country. A backup electric or
gas heater may be needed when the outside air
drops below a certain temperature. Although
different versions are made for forced air and
continued on page 46

■

■

■

■

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE):
The percentage of a fuel’s potential energy
that a furnace or boiler converts to usable
heat. Government standards that take effect
in 2015 require AFUE levels of 82% for gas
boilers, 83% for oil boilers, 80% for gas
furnaces, and 82% for oil furnaces.
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Air Handler: In a forced air heating or cooling
system, the air handler unit moves heated or
cooled air through the home’s ductwork.
British Thermal Unit (BTU): The unit of
measurement for heat, whether it’s the heat
given off by burning fuel or extracted from a
home for cooling. Technically, one BTU is the
energy required to raise one pound of water
one degree Fahrenheit.
Combustion Chamber: The part of a furnace
or boiler where the fuel is burned.
Compressor: That part of the air conditioner
or heat pump that compresses and pumps
refrigerant.
Condenser Coil: That part of an air
conditioner or heat pump that releases heat
from the surrounding air in cooling mode and
collects it in heating mode.
Distribution System: The network of air
ducts or hot water pipes that delivers heat
from a furnace, boiler or heat pump to the
home’s rooms.
Evaporator Coil: That part of an air
conditioner or heat pump that exchanges
heat with the air in the home.
Heat Exchanger: Located in the furnace or
boiler, it transfers heat from the combustion
chamber to the air or water in the heat
distribution system.
Heating Seasonal Performance Factor
(HSPF): The heating efficiency of a heat
pump. It’s a ratio of the heat it generates over
the heating season, in BTUs, to the watthours of electricity it consumes. Heat pumps
manufactured after 2006 have to have an
HSPF of at least 7.7, but the best units have
ratings as high as 10.
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER):
The cooling efficiency of an air conditioner
or heat pump. It’s the ratio of cooling output
to electricity used. The minimum SEER
requirement for units manufactured beginning
in 2006 is 13.
Zoning: A method of partitioning a home’s
hydronic or forced-air distribution system into
independently controlled comfort zones.
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HighEfficiency
Modulating
Gas Furnace
Virtues

Know the Lingo
■

Supply
air

T THE HEART of most home

heating systems is a furnace, a
boiler or a heat pump. A furnace
burns fossil fuel to heat air that’s
forced by a blower fan through a
series of ducts to the living spaces; a boiler heats water that’s then pumped to a
hydronic, or water-based, distribution system.
Most heat pumps run on electricity. They don’t
create heat, but rather extract it from the air
or the ground. Heat pumps are available for
use with forced air and hydronic distribution
systems. If you want to minimize your fuel bill,
an Energy Star rating is a minimum standard
for these appliances.

Glossary of Terms

Geothermal Heat Pump

Water
heater

A

High Efficiency Boiler

Water
heater
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continued from page 45
hydronic distribution, the forced-air type is the
most common. Heat pumps don’t get air as hot
as a furnace or boiler, so may require more airflow to maintain the same temperature.
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Virtues
Flue
gases

GEOTHERMAL
Earth Energy

A geothermal heat pump (GHP) uses refrigerant-filled underground piping loops, installed
horizontally or vertically, to exchange heat
with the earth. These systems work well in
both warm and cold climates. A good GHP is
able to move three to five times more energy
than it consumes. Models are available for use
with forced air or hydronic distribution systems.
While the hydronic models don’t get water as
hot as a conventional boiler (122 °F, compared to
150 °F or more) their low temperature output is
a perfect match for radiant floor heat. GB

Appliances08

Air-Source Heat Pump

Warm
air to
house

■

■

Burner

Cold air
return

■

Circulating
fan

Can provide
heating and
cooling
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Machines for more efficient living.

No need for a
chimney or exhaust
flue
More fuel-efficient
than a fossil fuel
furnace or boiler

Caveats
■

■

Not practical in
very cold climates
Does not get air as
hot as a furnace

Radiant Solutions: Hidden Warmth

www.greenbuildermag.com 11.2012
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A radiant floor consists of loops of hydronic tubing
embedded in the structure of the floor. Warm water
is pumped through the tubing which, rather than heating
the surrounding air, radiates low-level infrared heat to the
people and objects in the room. The tubing can be placed
inside a concrete slab, or on top of a wood floor frame.
In the latter, the installer typically routs channels for the
tubing into the plywood subfloor. For retrofits, an easier
way is to use a product like the Quik Trak system. It consists
of pre-routed plywood strips that are laid over the existing
subfloor, then covered with the finish flooring.
SOURCE: WWW.UPONOR-USA.COM

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Scan code for more info:

Heating Technology Pollutant Comparison
Outdoor Wood Boiler

80 grams

Fireplace

40 grams

Non-Certified Wood Stove (traditional)

15 grams

Certified Wood Stove

8.2 grams

Pellet Stove

2.4 grams

Corn Stove

1.5 grams

Oil Boiler

.02 grams

Gas/Propane Boiler

Newer, solid fuel-burning heating
equipment produces far less pollution
than unregulated wood fireplaces
or outdoor wood boilers. Fossil fuels
are still the cleanest burning alternative,
but they depend on non-renewable
resources. It’s clear that interest in cleaner
ways to burn wood, corn and other
biomass will rise with market demand.

.001 grams
SOURCE: CLEAN AIR REVIVAL AND EPA

■
Read the Manual. You can greatly reduce
a home’s resource use by following the
manufacturer suggestions for care, use and
general operation.

Out with the Old. Appliances can be recycled.
Check out www.benefits-of-recycling.com/
recyclingappliances.html for more information.
■

■
Read the Label. Choose Energy Star
appliances, which are the most energy efficient
in any product category, exceeding the
energy efficiency minimums set by the federal
government. Visit www.energystar.gov for details.

PHOTO: WWW.97SULLIVAN.COM (NEED TO FIGURE OUT THE BRAND)

Add up all the appliances in a house, and you’ve
got a significant portion of its utility bill. In recent
years, the energy efficiency of many appliances
has improved exponentially. Here’s what you
need to do to get the best performance possible.
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Siding your house isn’t just about
good looks. You can add R-value
and include recycled content.

H

ome appliances save time,
make our homes more comfortable, and increase our quality
of life. However, there is more
to choosing an appliance than
simply selecting the finish, features and price.
Finding a washer, dryer or refrigerator that gets
the job done while using less energy and water has
become much easier, thanks to programs such as
eneRGY sTaR and the energyGuide label.
These labels help you select an appliance that
performs well, yet conserves natural resources.

RefRigeRatoRs
The Big Energy Hogs

flavor and vitamins. meats, on the other hand,
should be kept in dryer, more air-tight compartments. While this technology can help you preserve your food, it does come at a higher price.

conserve electricity while providing more effective spin cycles.
Two terms to be familiar with when evaluating washing machines are modified energy factor (MEF) and water factor (WF). The higher the
MEF, the more energy efficient the model. This
rating takes into account not only the energy
used during the course of cleaning the clothes,
but also the energy used to heat the water and
run the dryer. The WF rates the water efficiency
of the unit based on its size. The lower the WF,
the more water efficient the washer.
Using the MEF and WF, along with an ENERGY STAR label and the EnergyGuide label
can help you determine which washer set will
conserve resources yet still perform well.

Glossary of Terms

Know the Lingo
■

■

■

What to Know

■

Dryers with moisture sensors can greatly
reduce energy use.
Most HE (high efficiency) washers use special low-sudsing detergent.
ENERGY STAR does not rate clothes dryers.
■

What to Know

if you have a refrigerator that’s more than
15 years old, replace it!
eneRGY sTaR–rated refrigerators can
save you hundreds of dollars over the life of
the appliance.
size matters: one big refrigerator in the
kitchen is better than two small ones (i.e., one
in the kitchen, one in the garage).
■■

■■

■■

WasheRs and dRyeRs
Advances in Conservation

The average american family does more than
400 loads of laundry a year, so even modest
energy and water savings can greatly impact
overall natural resource conservation. Reducing
water while doing the laundry has gotten easier
in the past decade, thanks in large part to the
advancement (and acceptance) of front-loading
washing machines.
While top-loading machines still have their
place in the market, front-loading units use
up to one-third less water, reduce the wear on
clothes and require less detergent. By using
gravity to move the clothes inside the drum
instead of a spindle, front loading washers also

Whirlpool Gold ENERGY STARQualified Refrigerator

Miele W 4842
Washing Machine

This 25-cubic-foot French door bottom-mount
refrigerator boasts energy-saving technology and
offers an adaptive defrost system (ADS), Accu-Chill
temperature management system and humiditycontrolled crispers. It comes in black, white and
monochromatic stainless steel.
www.insideadvantage.com

This super-large capacity machine
has a stainless steel Honeycomb wash
drum, advanced Touchtronic Controls,
12 MasterCare wash programs, seven
standard wash programs and six water
temperatures. It operates at a low 186 kWh
per year at 110 volts.
www.miele.com

Modified Energy Factor (MEF): MEF is the official energy
efficiency metric used to compare relative efficiencies of
different clothes washers. MEF considers the energy used
to run the washer, heat the water and run the dryer. The
higher the MEF, the more efficient the clothes washer.
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Water Factor (WF): WF is a measurement of water
efficiency that is calculated as gallons of water used per
cubic foot of capacity. The lower the number the more
water efficient the clothes washer.
High Efficiency (HE): HE is used to describe clothes
washers that typically use 50% less water than traditional
units. Special low-sudsing detergent is used with
these models.
EnergyGuide Label: This yellow label created by the U.S.
Federal Trade Commission is on most home appliances
and will help you compare the energy use (and cost) of
operating one appliance relative to another.

■

■

■

DISHWASHERS
Quiet and Efficient

Energy savings and water savings are closely
linked; the more hot water you use in your
appliances, the higher your energy bills. Dishwashers produced before 1994 typically use 10
gallons per load more water than modern units.
Considering that the average home washes over
300 loads per year, reducing the amount of water used can quickly lower utility bills. Dishwashers that offer cycle selections and energysaving options can help reduce the amount of
water you use.
To dissolve detergent and remove grease,
dishwashers require extremely hot water. Many
dishwashers now come with a “booster” or internal heating element that raises the incoming
water temperature to the required 140 degrees.
This can allow you to lower the temperature
on your water heater and still allow your dishwasher to operate at optimum levels. Some
dishwashers offer the booster cycle but only if
you select “heavy duty.”
Along with energy and water savings, noise
is a factor in choosing a dishwasher. Measured
in decibels (dB), the amount of sound produced
can vary dramatically by make and model.
Normal conversation levels range around
60dB, so choosing a unit that is quieter than
that is important. Because of advances in insulation and sound proofing, some dishwashers
can be “whisper quiet,” creating as little as 41dB

■

■

Induction Cooking: Induction heating elements heat
only the pan and its contents and offer energy efficiency
by reducing wasted heat when compared to radiant and
gas cooktops. The actual induction element stays cool,
while the metal pot or pan up rapidly making induction
heating safer and more energy efficient than traditional
cooking methods.
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE): The CEE is a
consortium of efficiency program administrators from
across the United States and Canada who evaluate and
rate appliances, electronics and HVAC systems on energy
efficiency. www.cee1.org
Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC): HCFC-based
refrigerants are the most common type of refrigerant
used in the United States today and are considered
significant contributors to greenhouse gas emissions and
global warming.

during operation. That is the just slightly louder
than the hum of your refrigerator.
What to Know

Dishwashers have two EnergyGuide cost labels: one for consumers who use electric water
heaters and one for natural gas users.
Boost heaters generally increase the cost
of the unit, but the energy savings can pay for
the upgrade in about one year.
Dishwashers fall into two categories—compact and standard.
■

■

■

RANGES AND OVENS
Smart Cooking Saves Energy

Refrigerators, dishwashers, and laundry units
continued on page 50
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of all the appliances in the home, the refrigerator can be the most wasteful of electricity. Unlike other appliances that you can turn off, the
refrigerator is always on. Fortunately, modern
refrigerators are more than 75% more energy
efficient than ones built just 15 years ago.
Upgrading your 1970s-era fridge to a modern eneRGY sTaR-labeled option can save
you over $200 annually in energy bills. Rebates
from local utility companies, manufacturers,
federal, state and local governments are often
available. visit www.dsireusa.org to see what’s
available in your area.
Besides saving energy, some manufacturers
are producing refrigerators that simply do a better job of storing food. smart refrigerators are
able to moderate the humidity of different bins
within the unit, which reduces food spoilage
and waste. Fruit and vegetables, for instance,
require higher levels of humidity and a constant
circulation of air to retain their freshness, color,

Don’t overlook the familiar
yellow EnergyGuide sticker.
It holds a host of information
that can help you find the most
efficient appliances available.
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ing above the range, which will increase safety
around hot burners.
What to Know

Induction ranges are more energy efficient
than traditional ranges but can only be used
with ferrous (steel or iron) cookware.
Flat cooktops are not necessarily induction
ranges.
Most flat-surfaced cooktops simply use electric resistance heaters under a ceramic cover.
There is no ENERGY STAR label for residential ovens, ranges or microwave ovens at
this time. GB
■

$42

$83

$125

■

■

This GE induction
range creates a
magnetic field that
concentrates the heat
only on the pot, keeping
the kitchen cooler and
saving energy.

$166

$208

Electric Blanket
Microwave Oven
Television
Dehumidifier
Well Pump
Home Computer
Aquarium/Terrarium
Dishwasher
Electric Cooker
Freezer
Waterbed Heater
Clothes Dryer
Washing Machine
Refrigerator
Pool Pump
Spa (Pump and Heater)
kWh/Year 0

500

1000

1500

Making the most of every drop.

■

How Much Electricity Do Appliances Use?

Cost/Year 0
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2000

2500

This chart shows
how much energy
a typical appliance
uses per year and
its corresponding
cost, based on
national averages.

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Saving water doesn’t have to be expensive.
You can find eco-friendly options at all
price points.
■
Dual Flush. For new construction, install
only dual-flush toilets; if retrofitting, upgrade
existing toilets with a kit.

For example, a refrigerator uses
almost five times the electricity
the average television uses. Not
surprisingly, pools and spas are
energy hogs.

Bet on Brands. When choosing faucets,
select established brands with single or
double cartridge mechanics. With fixtures,
it’s the design and mechanics that determine
performance.

Visit www.energysavers.gov for
instructions on calculating the
electrical use of your appliances.

■
The Right Pipes. For plumbing, PEX or
copper are the most durable types of supplyside piping. Copper is pricey, but lasts almost
forever. PEX can be easily repaired.

SOURCE: DOE
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continued from page 49
may be considered “major” appliances, but they
aren’t the only units you may have to purchase
or replace. Thoughtful selection of ranges, ovens, cooktops, microwaves and range hoods can
help reduce energy use while improving the
quality of life around your home.
Ranges. The kitchen range is a dual oven/
cooktop, and is available in electric, natural gas
and dual-fuel. The benefit of a dual-fuel range
is that it has the benefits of gas burners on the
cooktop, but offers the stable temperatures of
oven cooking with electricity. Cooktops are
also available using electrical induction, which
creates a magnetic field that heats pans directly,
unlike traditional electric resistance coils, which
use conduction to transfer heat.
Microwaves. Often an afterthought when
finishing a kitchen, microwaves can create a
more energy efficient and comfortable kitchen
when used properly. Energy consumption can
be reduced by up to 80% when smaller portions
are heated up in the microwave instead of the
oven. Also, using a microwave instead of the
oven will reduce the amount of heat generated
in the kitchen.
Range Hoods. These are important in
the kitchen for several reasons. First, the
ventilation removes unwanted moisture, which
could lead to mold issues in the home. It also
exhausts heat, smoke and cooking odors from
the home. A quality hood also offers task light-

■

PHOTO: KOHLER EVOKE
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Water-saving devices have
become reliable, affordable
and widely available. Now
it’s your turn to slow the flow.

T

A modern
faucet should
last for many
years, thanks
to the ceramic
disc technology
that has replaced
compressed
rubber seals. But
in less expensive
“knock-off”
faucets
especially, parts
(and finishes)
can wear out
prematurely,
requiring repair
or replacement.

■

Cap

Screws
■

Ceramic disc cartridge
■

Cartridge seals
Plastic plate

Water
heater

O-rings
■

Manifold

Spout
Water inlet

■

Small-diameter tubing technology such as PEX
has changed the science of plumbing. A home can
be configured with a central manifold (see Uponor
unit, p. 42) that distributes water more efficiently to
where it’s needed.
■

treatments, alternatives to chrome (one of the
longest lasting finishes) make more sense. In
some cases, metals such as bronze and brushed
nickel are simply protected with a polymer
coating. In others—Delta’s “Brilliance” finish
comes to mind—the coating emulates a metal
such as brass.
The green angle? Durability. When faucets
corrode, people throw them away, whether or
not the mechanics still perform properly. Tossing functional hardware in the landfill is not a
green choice.

Better Technology

Faucet Finishes

PLUMBING

In modern faucets, ceramic washers have
largely replaced rubber ones. these diamondhard discs should last forever. But in our
experience, that’s not always the case. We’ve

New Durability

Think Flexible

ever heard of physical vapor deposition finish? It’s just one of the high-tech coatings being
used on faucets. With these advanced surface

Flexible PEX (crosslinked polyethylene) plumbing has become widely accepted as a substitute
for other standards of household plumbing.

Faucet Function

With soft lines inspired by nature, the
Refinia lavatory faucet features a 1.5
gallons per minute maximum flow rate.
According to the manufacturer, the
product’s ceramic disc valves exceed
industry longevity standards two times,
and the finish resists corrosion and
tarnishing for long-term durability.
www.kohler.com

Know the Lingo

Handle

seen less expensive faucets and shower handles,
even ones with ceramic discs, develop leaks
within a year or two of installation, possibly
because other parts of the assembly are not as
tough. fortunately, many faucets—even lowcost ones—now come with limited lifetime
warranties that cover all part failures for the
original owner. Still, who wants to chase down
warranties? the easiest solution: Spend a little
more up front for a brand that cares about its
reputation, and chances are you’ll get a better
made, more durable product.

Kohler Refinia Faucet

Glossary of Terms

Easy-Install Pipes

Delta Transitional Water
Efficient Showerhead

Gerber Avalanche
Super Toilet

This modestly priced showerhead
comes with a lifetime faucet and
finish warranty. It reduces water flow
to just 1.6 gpm, but uses proprietary
technology to keep water pressure
comfortable. www.deltafaucet.com

This toilet is a little taller and
longer than average, designed
for the comfort of the user
while at the same time meeting
the low-flow 1.6 gpf standards
expected in modern baths.
www.gerberonline.com

■

Low-Flow Toilet: Also known as
a low-consumption toilets, these
fixtures typically using a maximum
of 1.6 gallons per flush.
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Ultra-Low Flush: Another term to
describe low-flow fixtures, this may
also refer to a single- or dual-flush
model that uses as little as .8 gpf.
Aerator: Small screened device that
fits inside a faucet nozzle, mixing air
into water so less is required to do the
same chore.
Widespread Lavatory Faucet: Refers
to the style of faucet, typically one with
two separate handles, 8” apart.
Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD):
High-tech finishing technique that
allows for faucets with many different
looks, including “metal on metal”
surfaces that are extremely corrosionand wear-resistant.
PEX Tubing: Crosslinked
polyethylene plastic pipe. Increasingly
popular as a replacement for PVC or
copper plumbing.
Cartridge Faucet: Most modern
faucets contain ceramic cartridges
that allow water to flow, whereas
older faucets used compression—
squeezing a rubber o-ring that would
eventually wear out.

Fittings have improved, problems are rare,
and most plumbers have come to embrace the
technology.
From a green perspective, tubing made
from high-grade plastic is a welcome alternative to vinyl-based PVC pipe. And from a
practical perspective, PEX is ideal for tricky
retrofit jobs because the flexible tubing can
snake around obstacles, so you can avoid unnecessary demolition.

SUPER TOILETS
Water Misers

The toilet efficiency race has been a big win for
the environment. We’ve seen models with water
usage of less than .8 gpf in dual-flush models,
and a 1 gpf single-flush model. Flush technology is probably approaching its bottom limit.
continued on page 54
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he faucet and fixture industry has consistently delivered
the eco-friendly goods. their
products get more efficient and
more durable almost every year,
yet remain remarkably affordable. every year, bath, kitchen and laundry
gadgets help us reduce water usage by about
5%. But as a nation, we’re still slipping—using
about the same volume of fresh water every
year. Why? Because the u.S. population grows
at about 5% per year.
the problem, says author and water expert
Robert Glennon, is that the total amount of
fresh water available is getting smaller. Some
sources have become polluted. Groundwater that takes decades to replenish is being
drained like there’s no tomorrow. dry times lie
ahead, unless we all change our habits along
with our fixtures. It’s time to treat fresh water
like blue gold.
It’s important to make sure all the faucets,
fixtures, and showerheads in your home are
on their best behavior. that means installing
the most durable, water-stingy, appropriately
priced models available. If you’re not sure how
to recognize these parameters, here’s a quick
overview.
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continued from page 53
But other approaches may squeeze water
savings. For example, graywater-fed toilet
tanks are now on the market (ones that use
lavatory water to fill the toilet tank), along with
hand-washing faucets built right into the top of
the tank.
Manufacturers will continue to tweak toilet
efficiency, no doubt, but the biggest gains could
probably be made by simply adjusting our behavior: “If it’s yellow, let it mellow.” GB
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How Much Water?
SINGLE FLUSH
5 gpf = 36,500 gallons/year

55

Odor-free, renewable and recycled.

3.5 gpf = 25,550 gallons/year
2.5 gpf = 18,250 gallons/year
1.6 gpf = 11,680 gallons/year
DUAL FLUSH
HydroRight Retrofit Kit

1.6/0.8 gpf = 7,000 gallons/year

IMAGE SOURCE: WWW.HOMEDOSH.COM

The introduction of dual-flush technology is
the latest leap forward for toilets. It’s part of a
new trend in water saving that puts the onus
on the end user to save more water. Existing
low-flow toilets can be retrofit with a dualflush kit relatively easily. For example, the
HydroRight system (shown above) installs in
about 10 minutes. www.gomjsi.com
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Is this as low as toilets can go? The Toto
Drake II 1G toilet uses only 1 gallon of water
per flush. The secret? The interior of the bowl
is coated with a super glossy surface to which
solids won’t stick.

Daily Residential Indoor Water Use (before conservation measures)
Other
5.3%

Toilet
26.7%

If all U.S. households installed watersaving features, water use would
decrease by 30%. This would save an
estimated 5.4 billion gallons of water
per day, resulting in daily dollar-volume
savings of $11.3 million, or more than
$4 billion per year.
The largest daily user of water in the
home is the toilet. By replacing this one
product with a high-efficiency toilet
(HET) you can greatly reduce a home’s
total water use.

Clothes
Washer
21.7%

Cabinets not only make a design statement,
but can also have a major impact on indoor
air quality.
Your Nose Knows. If you can smell
the cabinets now, it’s likely that they are
offgassing toxins such as urea formaldehyde.
Purchase brands that minimize the use of
toxic resins or stains.
■

■
Full Disclosure. Choose a company that
can tell you where its wood is harvested and
what chemicals are found in its finishes.

Shower
16.8%

Faucet
15.7%

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS

SOURCE: AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION RESEARCH
FOUNDATION, “RESIDENTIAL END USES OF WATER”

■
High and Dry. The back or bottom of
cabinets must be kept from direct contact
with the back wall or floor to prevent mold
growth. Installing rust-resistant metal feet is
one easy way to get the job done.

PHOTO: WWW.DESIGNSHUFFLE.COM (PROJECT BY COATES DESIGN)

Leaks
13.7%
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Many small cabinet makers have made great strides
toward wise resource management, and reduced
indoor pollutants in their products—and some of the
big players are (finally) getting serious.

B

Air Quality
Product Resource Management
Process Resource Management
Environmental Stewardship
Community Relations

30
30
20
15
10

Some points are sound—such as the 5
points awarded under eSP for “reviewing the
environmental practices and policies of its key
vendors and contractors,” although reviewing
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KCMA Certification
Engineered Wood Veneer
As a surfacing option, thin wood veneer is
considered green because it can be made from
younger growth trees or with leftover scraps
from furniture factories.

Glossary of Terms

The Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Associationhas its own green certification
program called the Environmental Stewardship Program (ESP). As with any
industry self assessment, ESP certification should be used as a baseline
to identify green-minded companies, not a guarantee that a particular
brand will meet all of your sustainability expectations.
Keep in mind that many companies that make
sustainable cabinetry and shelving do not
pursue KCMA certification.

Know the Lingo
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Particleboard: Wood chips bonded
together with resins that frequently
contain air pollutants such as
formaldehyde.
Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF):
An engineered wood often used in
cabinet door construction. MDF may
also contain volatile air pollutants.
Veneer: Thin layer of wood typically
glued to a less valuable substrate.
Both the adhesive and the substrate
can contribute to indoor air pollution,
depending on the glues used.
Substrate: A panel that’s used
underneath higher value finish
materials. In cabinetry, substrates
typically are made of plywood,
particleboard or other engineered
wood products.

Low-Impact
Paint or Stain

Certified
Wood Doors

To limit VOCs from paints
or stains, you have two
options: If you’re set on a
hard, glossy enamel finish,
the best bet is to have it
baked on at the factory,
where it can fully offgass.
For cabinets finished
onsite, low-VOC, waterbased stains or paints
should be specified.

The lumber used in doors
and other parts of the
cabinet box should come
from companies certified
by FSC, SFI or another
credible certifying
organization.

Surface Seal Paint: Some coatings,
such as AFM Safecoat Hard Seal, have a
low enough permeability that they can
be used to prevent or slow the release
of air pollutants from particle board and
other resin-bonded materials.

Moisture-Proof Feet

it should be noted, does not guarantee any
changes. Unfortunately, other point criteria
continued on page 58
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By putting metal or polymer feet
on a cabinet, you keep it out of
harm’s way—more specifically, if a
leak develops, moisture wont have
a chance to saturate the bottom
panel, inviting mold or mildew and
shortening the life of the unit.

Vetrazzo Recycled Top

Neil Kelly Cabinets

Several manufacturers now
offer countertops made with
a large percentage of recycled
material. Vetrazzo’s Chivalry
Blue product is made with 85%
(by volume) recycled glass and
15% modified Portland Cement
as a binder.
www.vetrazzo.com

The company’s resourceresponsible cabinet collections
are made from no-added
formaldehyde agriboard
case and drawer materials,
low-VOC and no added
formaldehyde glues, adhesives
and finishes.
www.neilkellycabinets.com

Clean Core Materials
The formaldehyde-bonded
particleboard and plywood often
used for shelving is bad for indoor
air quality. New products include
agrifiber panels (typically strawbased), that use low-VOC binders
to replace formaldehyde glues.

Straw is replacing wood
in some types of cabinet
base shelves.
SOURCE: WWW.AZEXIS.COM

KraftMaid Recycled
Content Cabinets
An ESP-certified Masco company,
KraftMaid is moving toward
more sustainable offerings. It
recently began offering “recycled
content” cabinets, which include
100% recycled fibers in certain
components.
www.kraftmaid.com
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ack in the mid-1990s, it was
almost impossible to find offthe-shelf cabinetry that didn’t
contain particleboard saturated
with formaldehyde, with the
exception of one or two semicustom high-end or european manufacturers.
it’s easier now, but primarily because of the
efforts of small-scale cabinet shops. the U.S.
cabinet industry at large, like the carpet industry, has been a follower—not a leader—in
the arena of environmental responsibility and
pollution control.
in 2006, the kitchen cabinet Manufacturers
association (kcMa) launched an in-house sustainability benchmark called the environmental Stewardship Program (eSP). the program
has some flaws, but at least it’s a move toward
the light. Many firms have used eSP guidelines
as a baseline for how to improve sustainability.
keep in mind that not every green cabinet line
will be kcMa certified, any more than every
eco-friendly builder’s work is LeeD certified.
But those that do get the eSP seal have at least
taken some steps to clean up their practices
and products.
eSP offers manufacturers 105 possible points.
they have to get 80 to qualify for certification. it
should be noted that they self certify by sending
in documentation (often from other industryfriendly organizations such as the composite
Panel association) to prove that they have met
certain criteria.
a cabinet company looking for the eSP label
must achieve a minimum number of points in
each of the following categories:

What Makes a Cabinet Green?

The Homeowner’s Handbook
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continued from page 56
act as loopholes that weaken the program. For
example, a company can earn 10 points in Air
Quality if “75% of finished products are finished domestically and finishes used emit no
greater HAPs (hazardous air pollutants) than
allowed by local plant operating permits.” We’d
call that simply playing by the rules. They also
can earn 5 Community Relations points for
not getting any citations “from any federal,
state or local environmental regulatory agency
in the previous 12 months.” Again, they can
rack up points simply for staying on the right
side of regulations. Our point is not to bash
the KCMA, but to urge its many members to
think much bigger about what it means to be
green. You’ll notice we’ve included some ESPcertified cabinet brands with this article. We
know these companies, and they’ve indicated
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that they want to get real about sustainability.
We believe they’re sincere.
Homeowners and builders have been frustrated too long by the lack of readily available
green cabinetry and shelving. It’s time to give
them more options. For people with asthma,
chemical sensitivity, or infants in the house, the
only alternative in the past has been to take
matters into their own hands, to have their
cabinets custom built and finished with lowVOC paints, or to seal in VOCs and formaldehyde with surface sealing paints. They shouldn’t
have to work so hard.
A few brands are pointing the way by offering low-VOC water-borne finishes and safer adhesives, along with straw core shelves and wood
for both door faces and veneers that is certified
by the Forest Stewardship Council. We believe
these are the cabinet makers of the future. GB

Clean
Finishes11
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More than meets the eye.

Excellent

Price
per sq.ft.

Overall score

Good

Fair

Poor

Test
results
Stains
Heat
Abrasion
Impact

Material

Very good

79
78

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS

78
62

Choosing coatings and adhesives is
essential to maintaining high indoor air
quality in today’s homes.

58
53
52

■
Read the Fine Print. For interiors,
specify a low-VOC or no-VOC water-based
product, but be sure that the manufacturer
specifies what compounds are used to
replace the binders and solvents.

38
36
26
SOURCE: CONSUMER REPORTS

Consumer Reports analyzed various attributes of common countertop materials, including how it handles staining, heat,
abrasions and impact. Quartz (engineered stone) got the highest marks, with marble coming in last, primarily because
it doesn’t hold up well against abrasions and impact. While both quartz and granite garner high scores, it’s important to
remember that large amounts of energy are required to transport these stones, so it’s best to look for a local fabricator.
Stainless steel has become quite popular in contemporary kitchens, but it is susceptible to scratching.
– Editor

■
Go with Factory Finishes. Whenever
possible, order pre-primed products so that
any offgassing has already happened in the
factory, not in your home.

Look for Labels. Seek out paints with
the Green Seal, SCS, or GreenGuard labels.
The LEED-H program also offers a good
reference guide for VOC content.
■

PHOTO: AMERICAN CLAY WALL TREATMENT (COURTESY OF WWW.CREATIVEJUICESDECOR.COM)

Quartz (engineered stone) $50-100
Granite
45-200
Laminate
10-30
Solid surfacing
35-100
Tile (ceramic and porcelain)
10-30
Concrete (topical sealer)
80-120
Stainless steel
100-150
Concrete (penetrating sealer) 80-120
Limestone
60-100
Marble
50-140
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Countertops: What’s the Difference?
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It’s much easier to find paints and
adhesives that contain fewer VOCs
and metals than their predecessors,
but make sure you read the fine print.

P

VoCs
They’re Not the Only Villains

Just because a paint is low in volatile organic
compounds, doesn’t mean it’s safe to apply it

Glossary of Terms

Exterior Paint: Making It Last

Know the Lingo
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs):
Toxic ingredients common in paints,
adhesives, and many household items
that are released into the air.
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs):
These substances were listed in the
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. Here’s
the EPA list: http://www.epa.gov/
ttnatw01/187polls.html
Alkyd: Commonly referred to as “oil
based,” this type of coating is typically
higher in VOCs than water-borne paint,
containing a petroleum-based solvent
and a binder of synthetic resin.
Acrylic Latex: This widely used finish
uses water as a solvent, and tends to
be lower in VOC content than alkyd
products, although it may offgass
more slowly.
Breathe: How well a paint allows
water vapor to pass through it without
blistering or failing.
Back Priming: Coating the back or
hidden face of siding or trim prior to
installation as an added measure of
protection from moisture.

Cover Up Quickly

Unfortunately, painting your home is not a
green activity. Why? Because products such
as acrylic latex have a very high embodied
energy—producing them takes a toll on the
environment. It’s key, therefore, to maximize
paint durability. You might think that switching
to vinyl siding is a more “permanent” solution,
but vinyl products come with a different set of
environmental drawbacks. There’s no perfect
solution. You can, however, take several steps to
make sure paint lasts as long as possible on your
new siding. Old siding is a bigger challenge, but
in general, the same rules apply.

Just a few days of exposure to UV rays
can seriously damage the ability of wood
to hold paint. Get a coat of primer on as
soon as possible, preferably a product
with UV inhibitors.

Use Durable
Fasteners
It’s easy now to find
exterior fasteners
that will not rust and
stain wood. Spend a
little extra for the best
fasteners you can find.
You may add years to
the viability of each
paint job.

Order Pre-Primed
Wood or Fiber Cement
Boards that are pre-primed in a factory tend to
hold their paint longer than siding that’s painted
in place. This is true for several reasons. First, if
handled properly, factory-painted wood tends
to be coated only when the wood reaches an
optimal level of moisture saturation, typically about
15%. Also, the primer is usually applied to the front
side, back side, and ends of each board. Note that
it’s key to recoat primed ends after cutting.

No Freezes
Please
Water-based paints
that have been stored
too long may lose their
chemical consistency.
Worse, if they’re
allowed to freeze,
their performance
may suffer. Don’t
risk painting with a
compromised can of
paint. The amount of
labor versus the price
of new paint makes

Play Rough

in your home without wearing property safety
gear—or that it won’t release other dangerous
pollutants. vOCs are just one category of paint
ingredient. even if a paint contains no vOCs
at all, it may contain hazardous airborne pollutants (haPs). these take the form of both
gases and tiny particles that have been shown
to cause respiratory trouble, especially for people with asthma. household cleaners and bath
products often contain both vOCs and haPs
as well, so you can’t blame paint for all your
continued on page 62

General Electric Silicone II
Paintable Sealant

Olympic Premium
Interior Paint

This product has low VOC levels and plays a
critical role in the act of home air sealing, providing
long-lasting energy savings and reduction of
home carbon emissions. It develops strength and
adhesion quickly, so it can be exposed to water
in as little as three hours.
www.ge.com

Widely available in retail outlets,
Olympic’s premium line of paints
and primers contains no VOCs.
We’d like to see the company raise
the bar higher by publishing a
disclosure about the ingredients that
have replaced the toxic binders and
solvents. www.olympic.com
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Research has shown that boards with a
slightly rough texture tend to hold paint
much better than smooth sanded surfaces. If
ordering cedar, pine, or other natural finishes,
ask about different texture options.

Choose Cool Colors
Paints exposed to regular cycles of
extreme heat undergo more stress,
shortening their useful lifespan. One
simple solution is to specify lighter
colors on wood exteriors, especially in
hot climates on the sides of the home
that get several hours of sun each day.

Seal End Grain

Mythic Paint
Mythic has been a leader in the
no-VOC category of paints.
The company also offers some
information about other toxins such
as formaldehyde that are not in
its products, although it could go
further to identify other ingredients.
www.mythicpaint.com

Often, siding and trim boards weather and
crack on the ends—for a simple reason:
They were not coated properly when the
rest of the home was primed and painted.
If possible, coat them with a good sealer
before installation.
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aints and adhesives in the
United states have come a long away.
they no longer contain lead or other
heavy metals. Most contain only a
fraction of the volatile organic compounds (vOCs) they did ten years ago. Oil-based
(alkyd) paints have largely been replaced by
water-based latex products. But the conversion
hasn’t always been smooth, and it’s far too early
to declare “mission accomplished.”
some of the first brands of ultra low-vOC
products got a bad rap a few years ago. these
new paints were not as stable, harder to apply,
and almost impossible to find. they set back
the transition to “green” paint, especially among
contractors.
But those quality problems have been solved.
Most of the latest generation of low-impact
paints and adhesives perform almost as well
as their solvent counterparts. But beware of exaggerated green claims. some companies like
to hint that their paint brands are eco-friendly,
when they’re really just doing the bare minimum—meeting regulatory standards. the same
consumer caution should apply to adhesives.
Remind yourself that the color of a product’s
container or labeling may have nothing to do
with what’s inside.
as you consider low-vOC, no-vOC and other emissions claims, here are some points to
consider.
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continued from page 60
indoor air quality issues, but when selecting a
finish or an adhesive or caulk, make sure the
manufacturer gives a full account of all potential pollutants, not just VOCs.
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Alternative
Energy12

adhesive for use in PVC plumbing—a product it markets as “eco-friendly.” But if you read
the fine print, the glue contains contains Nmethylpyrrolidone (NMP), “a chemical known
to the State of California to cause birth defects
or other reproductive harm.”

FACTORY FINISH
A Green Idea

CAULKING

For certain painting and finishing projects, doing the job at home may not be the best option if you want to limit the volume of pollutants released inside. For cabinets, shelves and
flooring, you often have the option of a “bakedon” factory finish. This may require an extra day
or two for delivery, but it’s well worth the time
and cost for people sensitive to paint fumes.
At the factory, high heat speeds the paint or
stain’s release of VOCs and other toxins. That
accelerated pollution happens in a controlled
environment, not inside your home.

Seal the Deal

ADHESIVES
Like paints, adhesives are now marketed as
low-VOC and eco-friendly. But as with paint,
it’s important to get all of the facts—not simply to accept the branding pitch. For example,
Gorilla brand just released “Gorilla PVC,” an

Today’s replacement for yesterday’s fuels.

For the most part, latex-based caulkings tend to
release less toxins during application and initial
drying than their solvent-based counterparts.
But the verdict is still out about how latex
products impact air quality over the long term.
It’s important, however, with both paints and
caulkings, never to use exterior products indoors. They tend to contain more volatiles.
There’s also the question of durability. While
100% silicone caulk produces strong initial offgassing (some of which is from vinegar in the mix)
it’s also likely to perform better than an acryliclatex based product, particularly in wet areas.
As you can see, choosing a green paint or
adhesive is not always as easy as reading a label.
You have to shop carefully, understand how and
when this product should be applied, and weigh
whether the product’s air quality benefits are
as good as they sound. GB

KEY CONCEPTS & TIPS
Renewable and alternative technologies
have become more cost competitive, more
reliable and more efficient.
■
Start Small. In most cases, a solar hot
water system is a good first step toward solar
independence.
■
Audit First. Before installing a wind
turbine or PV system, do an energy audit of
all electrical items in your house, and make
sure you’re living efficiently.
■
Stay on the Grid. Until battery
technology improves, we recommend
grid-tied PV systems as a supplement to your
normal utility service. Remember that wind
turbines won’t make sense in every region,
but PV is almost always viable.
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Low-Emitting Materials: Paints and Coatings Requirements
For architectural paints, coatings and primers applied to interior walls and ceilings, these are the Green Seal
standards for VOC content limit (in grams per liter).
Flat finishes:

50g/L

Non-flat finishes:

150 g/L

For anti-corrosive and anti-rust paints applied to interior ferrous metal substrates, the limit is somewhat higher:

250 g/L

For clear wood finishes, floor coatings, stains, sealers and shellacs applied to interior elements, the VOC content
limit is as follows:
Clear wood finishes:

Floor coatings:

350 g/L for varnish
550 g/L for lacquer
100 g/L

Sealers:

250 g/L for waterproofing sealers
275 g/L for sanding sealers
200 g/L for all other sealers

Shellac:

730 g/L for clear
550 g/L for pigmented

Stains:
SOURCE: WWW.LEEDUSER.COM

250 g/L

PHOTO: WWW.GIGOM.COM
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The Fine Print
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Renewable and alternative energy
sources make sense for many
homeowners, especially if the
home is well built and well
designed, with efficient appliances.

Photovoltaic
panel

Wind
Turbine

P

roduction of electricity

Solar flat
panel collector

Grid-Tie
Inverter

Hot water
booster

Looking Sharp

(The Japanese site includes English translations.)

EnerGen Solar
PV Roof Shingles
(CertainTeed/Uni-Solar)
This roof-ready BIPV system comes
in a pre-engineered kit with all the
parts needed for installation. It’s easy
to install and low profile enough not
to panic view-sensitive neighbors.
www.certainteed.com

Typical Solar Hot Water System
Using the sun to heat your home’s hot water is a
time-tested idea. Typically, the liquid circulating
from these panels to your home’s hot water tank is
not water, it’s something that won’t freeze or boil
easily, such as glycol. The heat is transferred
to your fresh water inside the tank—and that’s
where some of the best new technology is found.
The latest insulated hot water tanks don’t rust,
and the best ones lose less than half a degree per
hour. That heat you collect from the sun can be
stored for days.

The race is on to build better PV cells that
convert sunlight to electricity. New solar films
and panels are being tested that are more efficient, less expensive, and lighter than ever. The
current challenge is to find a more affordable
alternative to the polycrystalline silicon based
panels that dominate the market. But while that
R&D is going on, existing solar products are
becoming more practical. For example, Sanyo
recently came out with double-sided solar panels that can simultaneously provide shade (in
the form of an awning) and take in sunlight on
both the top and bottom surfaces.
At the same time, the range of building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) has exploded.
That’s good news for homeowners. It means

you can now have a solar generating system
built right into your roof that looks like asphalt
shingles or architectural metal or even clay tiles.
You don’t need battery storage to get started.
And, as we mentioned earlier, many states require utilities to buy any leftover electricity
you generate. One of the key improvements in
BIPV in recent years has been the way they
connect to each other and your home’s power
system. The early products were co-dependent.
In other words, when the connection broke on
a solar shingle, the whole roof stopped producing. Newer systems have built-in redundancy
in their wiring, and most are more modular,
making replacement of a single faulty tile or
panel less of a hassle.

SOLAR HOT WATER
Smart Storage

The availability of extremely durable hot water
storage tanks—which in some cases also serve
as water heaters—has made solar hot water collection even more viable. Many tanks now include a separate closed loop of a freeze-resistant
liquid. That extra loop is specifically for solar
hot water—so that when the sun is shining, the
solar panels on the roof heat the clean water
in the tank. But when the sun is not sufficient
continued on page 66
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PHOTOVOLTAICS
The WinPro hybrid power generation system has wind and
solar power generation modules. www.winpro.co.jp
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Circulating
pump

The wind often blows when it’s dark outside.
But before you buy, take a look at the national
wind map published by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL). You’ll see that not
every area of the United States is well suited for
wind-powered living. In fact, if you live in any
of the Southeast states—and you don’t have a
place right on the water—wind is a long shot.
You will make a lot more power with a good
solar PV setup.

Lighter Wind Demands

The Cirrex Solar water heating system is
a comprehensive solar system, allowing
for quick and easy installation. Properly
sized solar water heating systems can
provide up to 70% of the energy needed
for water heating directly from the sun.
www.hotwater.com

Creating electricity with either photovoltaic panels
or wind turbines typically begins with production
of direct current (DC) electricity. That current
then passes through a transformer to become
the typical alternating current (AC) used in almost
all homes (aside from some RVs and boats).
Most modern systems do not include battery
storage, simply because battery technology has
not matured enough to warrant the expense and
environmental impacts. That may change in the
next few years, but for now, the best bet is a gridconnected system that can later be reconfigured
for advanced batteries.

Cold
water in

Wind Turbines

A.O. Smith Cirrex solar
Electric hot water system

Controller

Water
storage tank

and hot water at home using natural energy from the sun is nothing
new. But technologies have greatly
improved over the past few years.
not only do they cost less to install,
but they’re more reliable, more efficient—and
simply a better deal. in addition, the supporting
hardware is vastly superior to the old stuff. the
politics of alternative energy is changing too, albeit more slowly than many would like. in many
states, utilities are now required to buy back any
“extra” electricity you produce. And both wind
turbines and solar installations are eligible for
30% tax credits with no upper limit from the
federal government, plus certain state and utility incentives. if you’re looking at alternative
systems, here’s some essential information.

Small-scale wind turbines that create electricity
have always been a fairly specialized form of
power generation—most valuable in mountainous and coastal regions. the challenge has been
to build a turbine that produces adequate electricity, even in low wind, to make it worth the
cost. We’re getting much closer. for example,
both the Swift (www.swiftwindturbine.com)
and the Skystream (www.skystreamenergy.com)
turbines begin producing power in winds of just
8 miles per hour.
the advantage of wind power over PV?

Typical Solar Electric System

Meter
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continued from page 65
(or you have teenagers using up the “free” hot
water) an external boiler or heating system built
into the tank kicks on to make up the difference.
One of the great advantages of a solar hot
water system is the relatively rapid payback.
In other words, if you install this year, it may
pay for itself in less than three years, especially once you figure in the tax credits and
rebates available.
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Glossary of Terms

Know the Lingo
■

■

COGENERATION
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The freewatt
Plus Warm Air
System captures
waste energy
from a furnace
component
and converts it
into electricity,
producing 1.2
kW whenever
the furnace is
running. It also
provides backup
power during an
outage. www.
freewatt.com

Waste Not

■

Cogeneration has been common at large factories for decades. It’s basically a way of squeezing more work out of fossil fuels. Also known
as combined heat and power (CHP) generation systems, these mechanical wonders put
the waste heat generated by a home furnace or
boiler to work making electricity. By some estimates, they achieve 90% efficiency, compared
with 30%–40% from your local power station.
If you’re already replacing or installing a new
boiler or furnace, why not take it to another
level and try cogeneration? GB

■

■

■

Inverter: Device that converts direct current (DC)
electricity into alternating current (AC), the type of
power most commonly used by U.S. appliances and
light fixtures.
Grid-Tied: Electricity produced on site (from
photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, etc.) is fed
directly into local power lines, rather than being
stored in batteries.
Cogeneration: Production of electricity from heat
that would otherwise be wasted, such as hot flue
gases produced by a gas-powered furnace or boiler.
Wind Maps: Useful for siting (and evaluating the
viability of) wind turbines, wind maps show how
much wind can be expected in a geographic region
or specific site.
Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV):
Electricity generating solar panels that have been
designed to resemble various familiar types of roofing.
Standby Heat Loss: Heat lost by hot water that is
sitting passively in a storage tank or pipes. Superinsulated hot water tanks greatly reduce this loss.

Double-Duty PV System

EchoFirst’s solar electric/thermal systems capture a wider spectrum of the sun’s energy than standard PV panels, by using
the same panels to generate both electricity and heat. According to its maker, Echo transforms a 15% efficient PV panel into
a 50% efficient panel, by moving air across the panel to cool it. Without such cooling, panels normally lose their efficiency as
temperatures increase. Heated and cooled air are supplied through the home’s duct system or dedicated air registers. The
system supplies pre-heated ventilation air on winter days and pre-cooled ventilation air on summer nights. www.echofirst.com

